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International Universities 
in the Arab World: What is 
Their Place?
Lisa Anderson

Lisa Anderson is former president of the American University in Cairo, 
and senior research fellow at New York University Abu Dhabi. E-mail: 
la8@columbia.edu.

American universities in the Arab world have long en-
joyed a good-humored debate about whether they are 

in or of the city in which they are located. The American 
University in Cairo is in the minority; most—the American 
Universities of Beirut, Sharjah, Kuwait, and Iraq, for exam-
ple—are of their place. It is not just an American question, 
although most non-American universities have settled on 
being in their cities, like the German University in Cairo, 
while international branch campuses often duck the issue, 
using a space (NYU Abu Dhabi), colon (Northwestern Uni-
versity: Qatar campus), or an entirely different preposition 
(Texas A&M University at Qatar). 

Beneath the lighthearted terminological dispute is a se-
rious question: what is the place of universities with such 
explicit international affiliations in the Arab world today?

Where They Come From
The oldest of these institutions reflect a missionary im-
pulse: the American University of Beirut (AUB) began in 
1866 as the Syrian Protestant College. Before it was estab-
lished in 1919, the trustees of the American University in 
Cairo (AUC) briefly called it Cairo Christian University. By 
the time AUC opened, however, the explicitly religious pur-
pose of these universities was already giving way to a secu-
lar, if paternalistic, commitment to promoting education 
for moral character and enlightened citizenship. 

The middle of the twentieth century saw the establish-
ment of national universities across the Arab world to pro-
duce the administrative cadres of new and ambitious states. 
Private tertiary education was virtually unknown except in 
Lebanon, and free public higher education became a pillar 
of the developmental states of the region. Like the states 
themselves, however, government universities soon grew 
inefficient, underfunded, and ineffective, failing to meet 
the needs of the fast growing population. (Ultimately, youth 
unemployment would be higher in the Arab states than 
anywhere else in the world, estimated today at more than 30 
percent.) In confronting this challenge, as in so much else, 
governments in the region turned to the private sector: 70 
percent of the approximately 600 universities in the region 

today were established after 1990, and about 40 percent of 
those are private, accounting for about 30 percent of the re-
gion’s university enrollments. And, in the era of neoliberal 
globalization, the private sector turned to the world. 

Thus, many of the private universities in the Arab 
world advertise themselves as attached to, modeled on, or 
otherwise associated with international establishments. In 
the United Arab Emirates alone, there are nearly 40 institu-
tions that bear names identifiably American, European, or 
Australian. Some are cleverly marketed vocational schools 
and training institutes, but a substantial number are genu-
ine efforts to provide a reasonably good undergraduate edu-
cation, often drawing on the American liberal arts tradition. 
Some aspire to support serious graduate and research pro-
grams, as their efforts to win international—often Ameri-
can—accreditation attests. Similarly, the establishment 
of branch campuses, particularly in the Gulf—from the 
outposts of Carnegie-Mellon’s engineering programs and 
Georgetown’s School of Foreign Service in Qatar’s Educa-
tion City, to New York University’s branch campus in Abu 
Dhabi (NYUAD), for example—and ambitious initiatives 
like Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah University of Science 
and Technology (KAUST), would all seem to be promising 
signs of investment in bringing international faculty, cur-
ricula, pedagogy, and governance practices to education and 
research in the region.  

What They Do
Yet, the extent to which these universities could play the 
catalytic role envisioned for them was always an open ques-
tion. Obviously, they will never meet the regional demand 
for literally millions of new university places. Yet, as mod-
els for local universities, whether public or private, they of-
ten represent technology transfer at its most inauspicious, 
since the barriers to widespread adoption of the purposes, 
policies, practices, and products of these universities are 
virtually insurmountable.

To start, the language of instruction in international 
universities (even the region’s German universities) is Eng-
lish, which both ensures they can recruit distinguished in-
ternational faculty and restricts their local student applicant 
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pool dramatically. These international faculty, whose repu-
tations rest on the assessments of academic peers around 
the world, naturally publish their research in English, limit-
ing its exposure in the region. They strive to meet the spe-
cialized standards of their disciplines and fields, selecting 
research questions and methods with an eye toward aca-
demic tastes and techniques, as measured in all-important 
citation indexes and impact factors, rather than harder-to-
measure social value or public consequence. The univer-
sities in turn reward these well-published faculty because 
their work contributes to raising institutional rankings—
and high rankings draw funding, applications, government 
approvals, and international esteem. In the self-contained 
system of global higher education, it all makes sense. 

What They Do Not Do
But from the regional perspective, this also means a chasm 
between the international institutions introduced to im-
prove higher education in the Arab world and the societ-
ies they were supposed to benefit. In fact, the audience for 
these universities—their applicants, the visitors to their on-
campus art exhibitions and musical performances, the em-
ployers of their graduates, their alumni and donors—is a 
cosmopolitan elite quite distant from the communities out-
side their walls, more comfortable in New York or London 
than downtown Cairo or suburban Beirut. Indeed, because 
they are often intended to anchor new development—tech-
nology hubs, new residential areas, cultural centers—some 
of these university campuses are closer to the nearest inter-
national airport than they are to the urban centers whose 
names they bear. 

And, today, this isolation is exacerbated by the collapse 
of the popular uprisings of 2011 throughout the Arab world 
in brutal restorations and vicious civil wars. After all, few 
host governments want their foreign guests in harm’s way, 
while among the universities themselves there is little ap-
petite for risk taking. Thus, from Cairo to Beirut, Doha to 
Dubai, universities increasingly look past the region to a 
global horizon that seems both more promising and less 
perilous. Some of the long-established institutions still note 
their regional foundations: AUB declares among its pur-
poses “to serve the peoples of the Middle East and beyond.” 
AUC is “dedicated to making significant contributions to 
Egypt and the international community(…)” The American 
University of Sharjah, one of the Emirates’ oldest interna-
tional universities, is “grounded in the culture of the Gulf 
region.” But many others are far less securely anchored 
in their locale. The American University of Iraq prepares 
its students for “a modern, pluralistic society and a global 
environment.” NYUAD equips its students “for the chal-
lenges and opportunities of our interconnected world.” The 
American University of Kuwait simply “enriches society.”   

There is much to be said for providing the best pos-
sible education for the global elite to whom we entrust our 
future. But, as our bewilderment about the Arab world to-
day suggests, that education will be incomplete if it is not 
grounded in—or born of, or even aimed at—the cities and 
communities where its institutions are located.    

 

A Chinese Branch Cam-
pus in Malaysia—Adjusting  
Fundamentals
Bonnie Yingfei He and Alan Ruby

Bonnie Yingfei He is beginning a career in international education and 
intercultural communication. E-mail: yingfeih16@gmail.com. Alan 
Ruby is a senior scholar at the University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate 
School of Education, US. E-mail: alanruby1@gmail.com.

Xiamen University Malaysia (XMUM) opened in February 
2016, describing itself as “the first overseas campus es-

tablished by a renowned Chinese university and the first Chi-
nese university branch campus in Malaysia.” The Malaysian 
government invited China’s ministry of education to establish 
a branch campus to strengthen bilateral relations. Xiamen 
University (XMU) was chosen to lead the initiative because 
its founder, Mr. Tan Kah Kee, was a successful businessman 
in Malaysia, and the university has well-established programs 
in Southeast Asia studies and traditional Chinese medicine. 
XMUM is to be a not-for-profit entity, with any surplus reve-
nues reinvested in research and student scholarships in Malay-
sia. The project is expected to cost US$315 million and is being 
financed largely by a loan from the China Development Bank. 
Private donations helped with initial construction, including a 
US$30 million gift for XMUM’s library.

Context
XMUM is of interest as the first branch campus of a Chinese 
university and its role as a flagship of China’s international 
engagement strategy in higher education. A late entrant to a 
region with many branch campuses—nine in Malaysia and 
14 in Singapore—XMUM offers some insights into how to 
attract enrollments in a well-served market—but a market 
where there have been failures, such as the withdrawals 
from Singapore of the University of New South Wales and 
New York University’s Tisch School. How XMUM adjusts 
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and adapts to the local environment will be instructive for 
other Chinese universities seeking to establish branches.  

Adapting to the Local Environment May Constrain 
Viability
XMUM opened with 200 undergraduate students and ex-
pects to grow to 1,200 students by the end of 2016, with a 
target of 5,000 by 2022 and a long-term goal of 10,000 stu-
dents. XMUM’s first cohort of Malaysian students started 
in February 2016, followed by its first group of 440 Chi-
nese students in September 2016. Rather than mirroring 
the policies and practices of the home campus, XMUM has 
adjusted some key features, including the language of in-
struction, length and type of academic programs, level of 
tuition fees, and entrance requirements.  

The most obvious difference between the two campus-
es is the language of instruction. At XMUM, as required 
by the Malaysian government’s Qualification Agency, most 
courses are taught in English. The exceptions are two de-
gree programs, Chinese studies and traditional Chinese 
medicine. On the home campus, most courses are taught 
in Chinese. By offering classes mainly in English, XMUM 
has faced difficulties in recruiting faculty from the home 
campus because not many XMU faculty are proficient in 
English. To entice faculty to XMUM, it has offered financial 
incentives and arranged for the main campus to recognize 
four months of Malaysian service as meeting the require-
ment of a year’s international experience for promotion to 
full professor at XMU.

The second significant adjustment is the academic 
calendar. At XMU, student intake occurs in September 
and most first-degree programs are four years in length, 
with medicine and architecture being five-year programs. 
At XMUM, there are two intakes a year, in February and 
September, and greater variation in program length: arts 
and social science degrees take three years, while science 
degrees take four. The differences in academic cycles will 
constrain student and faculty mobility between the two 
campuses. 

A further difference is the establishment of founda-
tion year programs at the Malaysian campus. With the 
Malaysian government’s approval, XMUM offers one-year 

science and arts and social science foundation programs. 
Successful completion will qualify for admission to XMUM 
undergraduate studies. 

There is no foundation year or courses in XMU’s un-
dergraduate programs—or in China’s public secondary 
schools. The different level of academic eligibility may fur-
ther constrain the flow of students from the China cam-
pus to Malaysia, and may make it difficult for Chinese high 
school graduates who enroll at XMUM to be academically 
successful. These programming decisions may limit the at-
tractiveness of the Malaysian campus for mainland Chinese 
students. 

Similarly, the cost of the Malaysian campus programs 
may deter students from China, particularly when compar-
ing tuition fees. For example, a software engineering stu-
dent at XMUM will pay more than seven times the home 
campus tuition for the same degree. The price difference is 
the same for international students. It is cheaper for them 
to study at the main campus in China than at XMUM; hu-
manities majors would pay around US$3,700 annually at 
the main campus, roughly 50 percent more compared to 
US$5,600 at XMUM.  

To alleviate the price disadvantage, XMUM will offer 
academic scholarships, needs based grants, and bursaries 
to enrolled Malaysian students. Until policies for Chinese 
students and other international students are developed, 
price will limit the attractiveness of the Malaysian campus. 
The fee “discount” inherent in need and merit aid will also 
reduce XMUM’s net revenue and impede its path to finan-
cial viability.

Conversely, there are some aspects of the academic pro-
gram that may attract students from China, Malaysia, and 
neighboring nations. The opportunity for English language 
immersion is a ready example. For students majoring in 
Chinese studies, some may be attracted by the reduced em-
phasis on linguistics in Chinese language and literature 
courses, and by the absence of compulsory political courses 
and military training. Others may come for culture-related 
elective courses like “International Relations of Southeast 
Asia since WWII.” 

Students may also be attracted to XMUM by its nine 
different enrollment pathways. Most of these are to recruit 
Malaysian students to different undergraduate programs 
and to accommodate the different assessment schedules 
in Malaysian secondary schools. XMUM has designed its 
more flexible admissions policies and practices to make its 
programs more attractive, to respond to the local environ-
ment, and to attract students from neighboring countries. 
But the Chinese government has limited XMUM’s flexibil-
ity by requiring Chinese nationals resident in Malaysia to 
take the gaokao as a path to enrolling at XMUM. Similarly, 
any mainland resident Chinese student seeking to enter 

At XMUM, as required by the Malaysian 
government’s Qualification Agency, 
most courses are taught in English.
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XMUM has to take the ”Big Test.”  
Looking Ahead
While it is too early to assess XMUM’s long-term viability, 
its first steps are informative. The XMU/XMUM partner-
ship illustrates that a branch campus is not a simple mirror 
site of the home campus. In this case, adjustments have 
been made to fundamentals like language of instruction, 
academic calendar and program, admissions policies and 
practices, and price. Some of these decisions may limit the 
flow of students from China in general and from the home 
university. Yet these adjustments, made in response to local 
context and prevailing educational practices, may impact 
the longer-term viability of the branch campus.   

Foreign Higher Education in 
India: The Latest Develop-
ments
richard Garrett

Richard Garrett is director of the Observatory on Borderless Higher 
Education. E-mail: richard.garrett@i-graduate.org.

India is a classic case of TNE confusion and complexity. 
TNE refers to “transnational education,” higher education 

institutions or programs from one country established or 
offered in another. Examples include international branch 
campuses, joint degrees, or partnerships between local and 
foreign institutions. Motives on the part of the foreign insti-
tution include increased international student recruitment 
and pursuit of an international identity; while host govern-
ments and local partner institutions tend to focus on access 
to high quality and specialized programming.  

The national government in India worries about do-
mestic higher education capacity and quality, and the num-
ber of students who study abroad never to return, but is 
suspicious of foreign providers who offer help. A compre-
hensive regulatory framework for TNE in India has long 
been promised. The patchwork of guidance that exists, split 
across different government agencies, is both frustratingly 
vague and laboriously detailed. Quite a bit of TNE goes on 
in practice, but must contend with lack of recognition, poor 
data, and unpredictable enforcement of the rules.

On 23 June 2016, then Human Resource Development 
(HRD) Minister Smriti Irani unveiled amended regulations 
for collaboration between Indian and foreign institutions. 

The big change is that Indian institutions may now apply 
directly to have a foreign collaboration approved. Under the 
old rules, formalized in 2012, the foreign partner had to 
apply. The minister revealed that not a single foreign insti-
tution had filed an application, and blamed perceived bu-
reaucracy. Irani vowed that applications—to the University 
Grants Commission (UGC), an HRD agency—would be 
acknowledged within a month and processed within two.

Breakthrough or False Dawn? 
An important factor is the kinds of collaboration that are 
permitted. On that point, the minister announced no 
change. The 2012 regulations ban forms of TNE that are 
commonplace elsewhere. Franchising (i.e. a foreign institu-
tion allowing an Indian one to offer degrees in its name) is 
not permitted, nor are joint degrees.

The regulations promote “twinning” programs, where 
the student in India enrolls at a local institution and spends 
part of the program on the campus of the foreign partner. 
But unlike twinning arrangements elsewhere, the student 
obtains a degree from the Indian institution, not the foreign 
one. Under the amended rules, the degree transcript may 
include the name and crest of the foreign partner, but no 
foreign or joint degree may be awarded. 

In another change, the minister said that Indian stu-
dents associated with a collaboration may now get academic 
credit if they spend part of their program on the home cam-
pus of the foreign institution. Undergraduates who opt for 
this path must spend at least two semesters overseas. For 
postgraduate students, the minimum is one semester. The 
same opportunity is now available for foreign students who 
want to spend time in India. The two-semester minimum 
for undergraduates to receive credit may be impractical for 
many students, in both directions. 

Why is the government against joint degrees? The reti-
cence may be due in part to dependence on a regulatory, 
rather than legislative, route to reform. The government 
may be of the opinion that the right to award a degree in 
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India is legally restricted to domestic institutions. Short 
of a new law, which experience suggests is anything but 
straightforward in India, the government may be limited to 
tweaking UGC regulations. 

A further complication is the role of the All-India 
Council for Technical Education (AICTE), a parallel body 
to the UGC. AICTE oversees higher education in “techni-
cal” areas, including at degree level. Business, IT, and engi-
neering programs fall under its purview. AICTE has its own 
rules and approval process for foreign institutions, which 
permit independent foreign campuses and distance learn-
ing, and give no indication that joint degrees are a prob-
lem. However, the ten programs approved for 2016/17 are 
all “twinning” arrangements. The approved programs are 
from six foreign universities, including DeMontfort and 
Huddersfield in the United Kingdom and the University 
of Massachusetts and Valparaiso University in the United 
States. The list is shrinking—down from 21 approved pro-
grams in 2013/14. 

Government Inquiry 
Bills to introduce foreign providers date back to 1995. The 
latest, in 2010, the Foreign Educational Institutions Bill, 
died in Parliament. A recent government inquiry instigated 
by Prime Minister Modi recommended that foreign institu-
tions be permitted to be set up in India and proposed three 
ways forward: 1) a new act of Parliament; 2) a redefinition 
of the university, to encompass foreign institutions; or 3) 
tweaks to UGC rules on collaboration. If the HRD minis-
ter’s announcement means the government has gone with 
option 3, the legal framework for foreign institutions re-
mains ambiguous at best. Ten of India’s 29 states recently 
backed entry of foreign providers, but seven signaled op-
position. 

There are estimated to be over 600 foreign education 
providers in India, spanning everything from twinning to 
faculty exchange and distance learning. According to the 
recent HEGlobal survey on UK TNE, there are at least nine 
UK higher education institutions operating in India, of-
fering 82 programs. This contradicts the AICTE list and 
UGC’s assertion that it has approved zero foreign provid-
ers. UGC says existing collaborations must obtain approval 
within a year or face sanctions, but similar deadlines have 
come and gone with little action. AICTE’s “must comply” 
announcements also appear widely ignored. 

In many cases, it is not that foreign providers are delib-
erately flouting the rules.  But rather differing approaches 
to TNE by the central government and individual states, 
confusing and overlapping jurisdiction by oversight bod-
ies, and uneven enforcement foster ambiguity about exactly 
what is permissible. 

The latest move by the HRD minister may mean a new 
flow of applications by Indian institutions interested in 
collaboration. However, foreign interests may continue to 
be put off by the inability to award their own degrees, and 
an approval process that permits UGC to scrutinize “infra-
structure facilities, facilities available for instruction, facul-
ty, specified fee, courses, curricula, [and] requisite funds for 
operation for a minimum period of three years (…)” Much 
TNE may continue to operate outside the rules, viewing 
employer enthusiasm as more important than government 
oversight. 

When it comes to foreign higher education, India has 
yet to find the right balance between regulation and innova-
tion. Until that day comes, the government will experience 
TNE as a headache rather than a benefit.  

International Faculty  
Mobility: Crucial and Under-
studied
Laura E. Rumbley and Hans de Wit

Laura E. Rumbley is associate director at the Boston College Center 
for International Higher Education. E-mail: rumbley@bc.edu. Hans de 
Wit is director at the Boston College Center for International Higher 
Education. E-mail: dewitj@bc.edu. This article is based on a forthcom-
ing chapter by the authors, “International Faculty in Higher Education: 
Common Motivations, Disparate Realities, and Many Unknowns,” in 
International Faculty in Higher Education: Comparative Perspec-
tives on Recruitment, Integration, and Impact (Yudkevich, Altbach, 
and Rumbley, Eds., Routledge, 2016).

The presence of international (i.e., foreign, nonlocal, or 
nondomestic) faculty within higher education institu-

tions and systems around the world is an important dimen-
sion of higher education in the global knowledge society 
of today. Increased global competition for talent, research, 
funding, and reputation/profile/branding not only implies 
that universities must compete for the best and brightest of 
undergraduate and graduate students, but they must also 
seek out talented researchers and teachers on a worldwide 
scale. 

The international mobility of faculty is also important 
in relation to the specific phenomenon of internationaliza-
tion of higher education. Here, we note that such elements 
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as student mobility, curricular innovations, and the culti-
vation and maintenance of international partnerships are 
fundamental aspects of many institutional strategies for 
internationalization—and in all three areas, faculty are cru-
cial actors. 

Yet, the scope and nature of international mobility of 
faculty—particularly in relation to permanent or long-term 
appointments, rather than short-term or occasional vis-
its—is a rather unknown and understudied phenomenon. 
Compared to the long list of reports and studies on inter-
national student mobility, there is a surprising lack of data 
and studies on the phenomenon of international faculty 
mobility. As we seek to gain an ever-clearer understanding 
of the dynamics implicit in the global circulation of aca-
demic talent (at all levels), it is vital to gain insight into what 
motivates academics to pursue permanent or long-term ap-
pointments abroad, why institutions and systems of higher 
education hire these individuals, how the relationships be-
tween mobile academics and their host institutions play out 
in practical terms, and what effects are exerted by national 
and institutional policies relevant to long-term faculty mo-
bility. Indeed, recent research on this subject in which we 
have been involved—encompassing perspectives from elev-
en different countries and specific universities—suggests 
that international faculty mobility is a growing and complex 
phenomenon, fraught with possibilities and inequalities, 
and ripe for extensive further exploration and analysis.

Definitional Difficulties and Contextual Complexities
Just as there are a number of different ways in which in-
ternationally mobile students are defined or categorized 
around the world, there is also a lack of consensus with 
respect to what defines an “international” academic. Is citi-
zenship the defining factor? Or does status as internation-
al faculty member have more to do with having received 
one’s academic training (for example, completing doctoral 
studies) abroad, regardless of country of origin? Is an in-
ternational faculty member someone who is considered an 
“immigrant” in the local context—and, if so, does it matter 
if this process of immigration occurred before or after the 
faculty member entered the ranks of academia? Without 

definitional clarity or consistency, it is exceedingly difficult 
to compare and contrast both quantitative and qualitative 
information related to this population. 

Meanwhile, there are also very different profiles for the 
institutions recruiting these individuals. On one end of the 
spectrum, we may find elite research universities with “su-
perstar” attraction status. These institutions are in a posi-
tion to recruit the world’s most sought-after academics and, 
indeed, consider all faculty searches to be essentially global 
in nature, as they seek out the best talent from anywhere 
in the world. Among the scant literature on international 
faculty mobility, a considerable amount of attention has 
been paid to these kinds of prestigious institutions. At the 
other end of the spectrum, however, there are institutions 
or systems facing local shortages of faculty, which recruit 
regional or international faculty in order to meet basic op-
erational needs. In between these two extremes, a range of 
middle- and upper-tier universities may actively be seeking 
out international academics to some degree, or simply re-
sponding as needed to nonlocal job seekers. 

How we define international faculty around the world 
remains inconsistent, and the landscape of institutional 
settings in which foreign faculty are employed is tremen-
dously diverse.

Concentric Circles of Analysis: National, Institution-
al, Individual
It is impossible to make generalizations about internation-
al faculty mobility without extensive and in-depth analysis 
over time. However, our research suggests that making 
sense of the international faculty mobility experience any-
where in the world hinges on an understanding of the dis-
tinct, yet interlocking, dynamics of policy and practice at the 
national and institutional levels, while taking into account 
the complex realities of the fundamental human experience 
at the level of individual academics themselves.

At the national level, potential foreign faculty are pre-
sented with a set of tangible and intangible factors and op-
tions. Whether they will find them attractive or not depends 
on a multitude of variables. These variables range from the 
policy framework that actively stimulates (or complicates) 
their recruitment and legal or professional status in the 
country, to the aspects of daily life—such as language, cul-
tural norms, and practices—that enable (or inhibit) their in-
tegration, to the broader issues of geopolitics and the envi-
ronment, which can set the overall tone and tenor for their 
own experience and that of any family members who may 
accompany them. The national context is therefore a crucial 
dimension of the international faculty story.

Meanwhile, the lives of internationally mobile faculty 
are also colored heavily by the circumstances they face with-
in the specific institutional context where they are hired. 
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Our research indicates that there is a range of rationales for 
international faculty recruitment and a wide array of ways 
in which foreign academics are recruited. Terms of employ-
ment can also differ—they may be identical to those offered 
to domestic faculty, or unique for internationals, with ei-
ther scenario potentially resulting in challenges and oppor-
tunities for all involved. Further, the manner and extent to 
which the presence of foreign faculty exerts an impact on 
their host institutions seems rarely explored, documented, 
or leveraged systematically.

Finally, the story of international faculty mobility is not 
complete without a consideration of what this phenomenon 
means at the most fundamental level—that of the individual 
academic. Here, our research shows that mobile faculty are 
often motivated by attractive employment opportunities or 
a sense of duty or desire to contribute to a “larger agenda” 
that they believe in. They are sensitive to the personal sup-
ports that the host institution or country can provide. The 
universities examined in our study, however, vary widely in 
terms of systematic provision of such supports. 

What We Do Not Know
There is much to explore and yet to understand about the 
international faculty mobility phenomenon. Some of the 
key issues we see on the horizon for future research include 
the way immigration/migration policies affect international 
faculty mobility; international faculty mobility in developed 
versus emerging societies, in the public higher education 
sector versus the private and for-profit sectors, and across 
disciplines, age, and gender; the impact of online educa-
tion on international faculty mobility; and the differences in 
the realities of faculty mobility across various institutional 
types. 

Brexit: Challenges for  
Universities in Hard Times
Simon Marginson

Simon Marginson is professor of International Higher Education, Insti-
tute of Education, University College London, and director, ESRC/HE-
FCE Centre for Global Higher Education, UK. E-mail: s.marginson@
ucl.ac.uk.

With the referendum of 23 June 2016, in which 72 per-
cent of the electorate voted (highest turnout since 

1992), the British voted to take their country out of the 
European Union by a margin of 52/48 percent. Though it 
was unclear in the early weeks what “Brexit” meant, even 

whether the United Kingdom would leave the European 
Union at all, the post-Brexit landscape is now emerging. In 
the House of Commons, in March 2017, Prime Minister 
Theresa May will table the complex bill to leave the Euro-
pean Union.

For higher education, one UK sector where the rela-
tionship with Europe has been unambiguously positive—a 
win-win for both European countries and the United King-
dom—the consequences will be every bit as destabilizing as 
was predicted before the vote.

Blockages to People Mobility
The government of Theresa May has made it clear the era 
of free people movement between the United Kingdom and 
the European Union is over. Above all, it was migration re-
sistance that determined the referendum result. There will 
be a new migration program, in which people of all origins 
will be treated on a common basis, favoring high-skill mi-
gration. In addition, May wants a significant reduction in 
the overall level of migration into the United Kingdom. The 
prime minister sees both measures as essential to the politi-
cal survival of the Conservative Party government.

What happens to EU citizens in UK universities is un-
clear. Currently there are 43,000 EU staff and 125,000 EU 
students. However, the Brexit process cannot be completed 
before March 2019, by which time most current students 
will be through their courses. While EU staff are likely to re-
tain residence rights, this is still uncertain, as no announce-
ment has been made. Their position may depend on wheth-
er reciprocal rights of residence are negotiated successfully 
for UK citizens presently resident in Europe.

The decision to give priority to closing down EU peo-
ple movement has momentous consequences, signaling a 
“hard Brexit” in which the United Kingdom loses access to 
the single market in Europe. Even partial economic partici-
pation in Europe, as in Switzerland and Norway, depends 
on support for free people movement. A “hard Brexit” di-
rectly undermines the UK finance sector in the City of Lon-
don, the strongest British industry and one of two domains 
where the United Kingdom is a clear global leader. The 
other is higher education.

UK-based finance will lose the special “passport” that 
enables foreign banks and other companies operating in 
London to access the European market without needing 
separate licenses for each country. On 18 September, the 
president of Germany’s central bank, the Bundesbank, pre-
dicted that many financial services will relocate to Frank-
furt. In addition, London will lose its role as a principal 
trader in euros. The Japanese government has stated it will 
relocate its banks if the “passport” is lost. Hitachi, Honda, 
Nissan, and Toyota have large plants in the United King-
dom as their base for accessing Europe. They may also have 
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to relocate. 
In order to reduce net migration quickly, the govern-

ment is considering a large cut in fee-paying international 
student numbers—30 percent has been floated. Almost one 
in five of all students in United Kingdom are international. 
They are classified as temporary migrants. The reduction 
would be partly achieved by requiring EU students to pay 
the same fees as non-EU students. Currently, non-EU stu-
dents pay much higher tuition fees than first degree EU 
students, who access the same income contingent loans 
scheme as domestic UK students. It is unlikely that the 
same number of EU students will continue to flow from, 
say, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Germany, given that 
they have excellent universities in their own countries and 
in the United Kingdom would have to pay £12,000–20,000 
a year in up-front fees. 

In addition, a large cut in international students would 
also affect non-EU international students. Before the last 
election, Theresa May, then Home Secretary in charge of 
immigration policy, stated that universities in the United 
Kingdom should develop new business models with less 
dependence on revenue from international education. The 
Home Office will support any cut in numbers by claiming 
there are high rates of overstay, making a bogey out of inter-
national students, though its overstay data are murky. 

International students currently supply an estimated 
£17.5 billion to the UK economy. Any reduction of inter-
national student numbers and revenues will be felt most 
harshly by universities positioned lower down in the status 
order of higher education, and in the local businesses and 
provincial cities and towns that service international educa-
tion.

For international education in the United Kingdom, 
the only positive is that in the longer term a migration re-
gime prioritizing high skills will encourage graduates to 
stay on by liberalizing the highly restrictive graduate visa 
regime. Currently, graduates must be in a job earning at 
least £35,000 per year, the median wage in skilled UK jobs, 

to secure a work visa.

Reduced Research Collaboration
It is highly unlikely that UK universities will retain mem-
bership of the mainstream European research programs, 
though there may be continued limited access in some ar-
eas. The net effect of retarding people movement and tak-
ing the United Kingdom out of combined research teams 
will be to reduce the flows of knowledge, and weaken both 
UK and European research. Currently, more than half of all 
doctoral students in the United Kingdom are foreign born.

Some UK universities, possibly with government sup-
port, will make strenuous efforts to build bilateral and uni-
versity–to–university infrastructure in place of the Europe-
an research area. Yet bilateral infrastructures are both more 
expensive overall and unable to deliver the scale of Euro-
pean schemes. Research in Europe taken together matches 
research in North America. Research in the United King-
dom and one other country does not.

UK universities currently receive £1 billion a year 
through European programs such as Horizon 2020 and 
the European Institute of Innovation and Technology. The 
United Kingdom spends only 0.44 percent of its GDP on 
research in higher education, well below investments in 
Northwestern Europe, and 19.7 percent of all UK R&D 
money is sourced from outside the country, mostly through 
European funding schemes. This is Europe’s second high-
est level of dependence on international revenues, after Ire-
land. Any reduction in research resources is likely to be felt 
especially harshly in leading and middle-level universities. 
It will trigger increased UK collaboration with the fast-ris-
ing research systems of China and East Asia.

Some in UK government are worried about the effects 
of Brexit in science. Here higher education has its best 
prospects of compensation. While the international educa-
tion sector has long called for students to be taken out of 
the migration target, this now looks unlikely. Cutting in-
ternational students is disruptive and costly, but much the 
easiest way to cut total migration—and the government is 
scarcely likely to exempt the universities from Brexit while 
it overrides a much more powerful constituency in the City 
of London. 

“Hard Brexit,” accumulating migration resistance 
elsewhere in Europe, and the Trump victory in the United 
States, signal a new era of politics in which, on a bad day, 
national security and identity, and deliberate blockages to 
mobility, can overdetermine global openness, trade, eco-
nomic enrichment, and the global knowledge society we are 
building in higher education. 

Conflicts in the Middle East from Libya to Afghanistan, 
the growing US/China tension and the potential flashpoints 
on the borders encircling China, also suggest a world in 
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which national security and military goals loom larger than 
learning, discovery, and even capital accumulation. Higher 
education is just one part of the collateral damage. We have 
chafed under the rule of economic objectives in higher edu-
cation. We now have a larger problem. 

This means that, more than ever, universities have a 
vital role to play in working across borders, in sharing each 
other’s spaces, in building collaboration and understand-
ing, and in applying dispassionate human intelligence to 
solving the many problems before us. Brexit makes it hard-
er, but will not stop UK and European universities from 
working together. 

What is the Teaching  
Excellence Framework in the 
United Kingdom, and Will it 
Work?
Paul Ashwin

Paul Ashwin is professor of higher education, Department of Educa-
tional Research, Lancaster University, and a researcher in the ESRC-
HECFE funded Centre for Global Higher Education, UK. E-mail: 
p.ashwin@lancaster.ac.uk. For further information on the TEF see: 
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/lt/tef/ and https://www.gov.uk/government/
collections/teaching-excellence-framework.

In England, the government has begun the introduction 
of a new Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) in higher 

education. Since tuition fees for UK and EU students were 
increased to a maximum of £9000 from the autumn of 
2012, most English higher education providers have ended 
up charging this maximum. There is a sense in govern-
ment that these flat fees mask differences in the quality of 
degree programs that students are being offered. One of the 
central ideas behind the TEF is that in order for institutions 
to raise fees in line with inflation, they will need to show 
that they are offering students a high quality undergraduate 
education. This will mean that the fees that students are 
charged will increasingly reflect the quality of the teaching 
they experience. In addition, it is expected that the TEF will 
provide students with information that will allow them to 
make more informed choices about what and where they 
study; will raise the profile of teaching and ensure that it 
is better recognized and rewarded; and will lead to higher 
education better meeting the needs of employers and in-

dustry. 

How Will the TEF Work?
The TEF will be introduced over a number of years. In year 
1, any institution with a positive Quality Assurance Agency 
Institutional Review is automatically qualified to increase 
its tuition fees from September 2017. From year 2, institu-
tions will need to opt into the TEF, which will examine a se-
ries of metrics: students’ views of teaching; assessment and 
academic support from the National Student Survey (NSS); 
student dropout rates; rates of employment, including a 
measure of highly skilled employment; and further study 
from the Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education 
(DHLE) survey. While the NSS does give an insight into stu-
dents’ perceptions of their teaching, it is notable that none 
of these measures tell us directly about the quality of teach-
ing. Rather, these measures are focused on examining the 
assumed effects of such teaching. Institutions performance 
will be benchmarked against the demographic characteris-
tics of their students, and based on this, their performance 
will be flagged when they do statistically significantly better 
or worse than their benchmark.

Assessors will make an initial assessment of an institu-
tion’s performance based on the amount of flags they have 
and then will examine contextual information and an in-
stitutional submission of up to 15 pages that outlines the 
institution’s case for the excellence of its teaching. Based on 
this, they will give the institution a Gold, Silver, or Bronze 
TEF award. This will provide students with an indicator of 
the quality of the programs offered by these institutions as 
whole, rather than the quality of individual programs. In 
year 2, institutions with each of these awards will be able 
to raise their fees by the same amount in September 2018. 
In year 3, the different level of awards will begin to impact 
on the amount by which institutions can raise fees in Sep-
tember 2019, and there will also be pilots aimed at focusing 
the TEF down onto individual subjects within institutions. 
In year 4, it is planned that the subject level TEF will be 
introduced, and the TEF will also include taught postgradu-
ate students.

Will the TEF Meet its Aims?
In some ways, the TEF will provide students with better in-
formation about the quality of their degree programs than 
what is currently offered by national higher education rank-
ings. While they do not directly tell us about the quality of 
teaching, there is a logic to the metrics suggested for year 
2: it is difficult to imagine an excellent course in which 
the students think the teaching, support, and assessment 
are poor; a large proportion of the students leave without 
graduating; and hardly anyone gets a job or a place on a 
postgraduate course at the end of it. The commitment to 
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take account of differences in student intake and flag statis-
tically significant differences is a marked improvement on 
university rankings. Such rankings tend to privilege insti-
tutions with more middle-class students and, because they 
are simply a rank order,  differences of many places are usu-
ally meaningless in terms of differentiating the quality of 
what is offered. However, there are issues. First, it is clear 
that quality resides at the level of particular programs rather 
than institutions (the same institution can have very good 
and very poor programs), but students will not get any in-
formation about this until at least year 4. Even when they 
do, initial assessments of the available data suggest that 
they will not be robust enough to provide meaningful infor-
mation at this level.

What Will Happen in the Future?
The future of the TEF looks more concerning. It is clear that 
the government want to increase the number of metrics 
that are used and have already strongly signaled that they 
want to develop a metric related to the contact hours that 
students receive. The problem is that there is simply no evi-
dence that this is a valid measure of teaching quality, while  
things that we do know are crucial in shaping the quality of 
teaching, such as the expertise of those who teach, are not 
even being discussed as potential TEF metrics. If the TEF 
ends up being based on measures that are unrelated to the 
quality of teaching, then the danger is that it will be more 
about institutional game playing than it is about excellent 
teaching. Focusing on contact hours is particularly prob-
lematic, as the most likely outcome is that institutions will 
redefine what they measure as a contact hour in order to 
improve their score. This will lead to apparent increases in 
contact hours without anything changing about students’ 
actual experience. This is the crucial test that any metric 
must pass: improvements in the score on the metric must 
only be possible through improvements in quality of teach-
ing that students experience.

The problem appears to be that too little account is be-
ing taken of the over forty years of research evidence about 
what leads to high quality teaching in higher education. 
This is again reflected in the assessment criteria that un-

derpin the judgements of excellence within the TEF. For 
example, the assessment criteria that are being used to 
consider teaching quality (there are other criteria for the 
learning environment and student outcomes) are a strange 
mixture of elements: encouraging student engagement; the 
institution valuing teaching; ensuring courses involve rigor 
and stretch; and effective feedback on student work. Whilst 
they might appeal to a common sense notion of what stu-
dents need, it is difficult to understand the basis on which 
these were included and others, such as teaching expertise, 
were excluded. Overall, it is not at all clear how they form a 
coherent whole that tells us something important about the 
excellence of teaching or what the view of teaching is that 
underpins them.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it appears that the TEF has the potential to 
provide valid information to potential students about the 
quality of higher education courses at different universities. 
With students bearing the increasing costs of their degrees, 
such valid information is crucial. However, this potential 
is unlikely to be realized unless more account is taken of 
research into high quality teaching in higher education, and 
what we know about the ways in which institutions respond 
to the introduction of performance measures. 

The Use of Academic  
Libraries in the Digital Age: 
What the Numbers Say
Donald A. Barclay

Donald A. Barclay is deputy university librarian, University of Califor-
nia, Merced, US. E-mail: dbarclay@ucmerced.edu. 

Thanks to digital technology, today’s higher education 
students and faculty have access to quantities of infor-

mation that would have seemed like the stuff of science fic-
tion just a few decades ago. Some of this digital information 
is freely available to anyone, while some is purchased (at 
considerable expense) by campuses for use by their com-
munities of scholars. 

Given the early twenty-first century’s wealth of infor-
mation, it is a fair question to ask: “Are we approaching a 
time when academic libraries will no longer be necessary?” 
On the affirmative side of this question, it is easy to imagine 
a future in which:
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•library-managed print collections no longer play 
much, if any, role in scholarly communication; 
•acquiring information resources for a campus be-
comes a job more suited for a campus purchasing of-
ficer than a team of librarian bibliographers.
But as easy as such a future is to imagine, it is just as 

difficult to predict if and when it might become a reality. 
What we do know with some certainty, however, is how aca-
demic libraries have been used over the last decade or so. 
What the numbers say may be surprising to many.

Academic Library Use in the United States 
Circulation of physical items (books, DVDs, etc.) in US 
academic libraries has been on a steady decline throughout 
the web era, falling 29 percent from 1997 to 2011. More 
tellingly, over the same time span and among the same 
academic libraries, the annual number of circulations (of 
books, DVDs, etc.) per full-time student dropped from 20 
circulations to 10 (down 50 percent).

Electronic scholarly journals have driven their print-
format predecessors to obsolescence, if not quite extinction, 
while e-books have become increasingly plentiful. In 2012, 
US academic libraries collectively held 252,599,161 e-books. 
This means that over the course of about a decade, US aca-
demic libraries have acquired e-books equal to about one-
fourth the total number of printed books, bound volumes 
of old journals, government documents, and other physi-
cal items acquired by those same libraries since 1638—the 
year Harvard College established the first academic library 
in what is now the United States.

Given only the above numbers, the hasty conclusion 
would seem to be that everything is online and nobody uses 
academic libraries any more. But not so fast. Even while 
circulation numbers were tanking, the data show a steady 
increase in the number of people actually setting foot in 
academic libraries: the cumulative weekly gate count for the 
60 largest US academic libraries increased nearly 39 per-
cent from 2000 to 2012. Library gate count data for all US 
institutions of higher education show a similar increase (38 
percent) from 1998 to 2012.

Trends in Academic Libraries Outside of the United 
States
One question raised by the US academic library data is 
whether or not similar changes are taking place in other 
countries. While finding current data on academic libraries 
outside of the United States is easy enough thanks to the 
Online Computer Library Center’s Global Library Statistics, 
and organizations like the European Bureau of Library, In-
formation and Documentation Associations, finding older 
data in order to see how the use of academic libraries has 

changed over time is more challenging. Though the coun-
tries listed below do not come close to presenting a com-
plete global picture of the academic library, the trends they 
show are similar to what is seen in US academic libraries. 
United Kingdom. As in the United States, in the United 
Kingdom the number of physical items borrowed from aca-
demic libraries has declined, dropping 11 percent over the 
last ten years. In spite of this decline, the number of aca-
demic library visits in the United Kingdom has held steady 
at 55 visits per student, per year, over the last ten years.
Denmark. In Denmark, the number of physical items 
loaned by academic libraries dropped from 2,945,109 items 
in 2009 to 1,938,206 in 2015 (down 24 percent). Yet, over 
the same time period, the number of visits to Danish aca-
demic libraries rose from 3,849,887 in 2009 to 5,662,446 
in 2015 (an increase of 47 percent).

Canada. Of 26 Canadian academic libraries reporting loans 
of physical items for both 2000-2001 and 2012-2013, the 
total number of loans dropped from 12,492,134 in 2000-
2001 to 6,128,543 in 2012-2013 (down 50.94 percent). Of 21 
Canadian academic libraries reporting numbers of visits for 
both 2000-2001 and 2012-2013, the total number of visits 
increased from 18,863,135 in 2000-2001 to 32,798,478 in 
2012-2013 (up 73.87 percent).

So if students are not going to the academic library to 
access print collections, why are they going at all?

The Lure of the Academic Library 
I believe that students are trekking to academic libraries 
because academic libraries have been actively reinventing 
themselves to meet the needs of today’s students. 

Besides providing some of the last refuges of quiet in 
a noisy, distraction-filled world, academic libraries have 
taken such student-friendly steps as relaxing (or eliminat-
ing) longstanding prohibitions on food and drink, provid-
ing 24/7 study spaces, and generally recreating themselves 
to be comfortable and friendly, rather than cold and for-
bidding. As part of this student-centered trend, academic 
libraries have been aggressively converting square footage 
from space to house printed books to space for students to 
study, collaborate, learn and, yes, socialize.

Given the early 21st century’s wealth of 
information, it is a fair question to ask: 
“Are we approaching a time when aca-
demic libraries will no longer be neces-
sary?”
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Examples of how forward-leaning academic libraries 
are attracting students include the following:

•The Grand Valley State University Library’s Knowl-
edge Market provides students with peer consultation 
services for research, writing, public speaking, graphic 
design, and analyzing quantitative data. Among a num-
ber of specialized spaces, the library offers rooms de-
voted to media preparation, digital collaboration, and 
presentation practice. 
•The libraries of North Carolina State University 
(NCSU) offer makerspace areas where students get 
hands-on practice with electronics, 3D printing and 
scanning, cutting and milling, creating wearables, and 
connecting objects to the Internet of Things. In addi-
tion, NCSU students can visit campus libraries to make 
use of digital media labs, media production studios, 
music practice rooms, visualization spaces, and pre-
sentation rooms, among other specialized spaces.
•The Ohio State University Library Research Commons 
offers not only a Writing Center, but also consultation 
services for copyright, data management plans, fund-
ing opportunities, and human subjects research. Spe-
cialized spaces in the library include conference and 
project rooms, digital visualization and brainstorming 
rooms, and colloquia and classroom spaces.

Reimagining Libraries 
By thinking beyond the book, as they reimagine libraries, 
academic librarians are adding onto, and broadening a long 
learning tradition, rather than turning their backs on it. In 
the words of Sam Demas, college librarian emeritus of Car-
leton College: 

For several generations, academic librarians were primarily 
preoccupied with the role of their library buildings as portals 
to information, print and later digital. In recent years, we 
have reawakened to the fact that libraries are fundamental-
ly about people—how they learn, how they use information, 
and how they participate in the life of a learning communi-
ty. As a result, we are beginning to design libraries that seek 
to restore parts of the library’s historic role as an institution 
of learning, culture, and intellectual community.

Any academic library able to live up to so important a 
role will never outlive its usefulness. 

What Happens to Graduates? 
Contrasting Views of Two 
Systems
Clifford Adelman

Clifford Adelman is at the Institute for Higher Education Policy, Wash-
ington, DC, US. E-mail: cadelman@ihep.org.

An increasingly visible question facing higher educa-
tion authorities in countries with advanced data track-

ing capacity is “what happens to our university graduates?” 
Answers both justify investments in plant, equipment, and 
faculty, and reassure students facing otherwise uncertain 
futures. This article looks briefly at two major approaches 
to addressing that question, both involving large higher 
education systems. The first is the “Baccalaureate and Be-
yond” longitudinal studies program in the United States 
(hereafter B&B). The second is reflected in the final report 
of a study of the feasibility and potential design of a survey 
of European university graduates (download at www.euro-
graduate.eu). Beyond the potential involvement of 30 coun-
tries and 25 languages in Europe, the differences between 
these approaches are considerable and enlightening. 

Before going further, we acknowledge that the US sur-
veys and reports are realities, whereas the European Gradu-
ate Survey (hereafter EGS) is a yet-to-be-realized template.

 
Motivations and Purposes
The US B&B surveys from the National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics (NCES) were undertaken in 1993 motivated by 
(a) the limitations of NCES’ previous Recent College Gradu-
ates cross-sectional surveys, conducted six times between 
1974-1975 and 1989-1990 with a universe of students only 
one year after receipt of a bachelor’s or master’s degree, and 
with heavy emphasis on the future supply of teachers; and 
(b) as a natural extension of national longitudinal studies 
begun in secondary school and running for 12–14 years, but 
with limited capacity for tracking postcollege careers and 
lives. B&B irons out the former and extends the latter.

The EGS feasibility study, funded by the European 
Commission, sought a design for an account of the profes-
sional and personal life of graduates across the continent in 
ways that would overcome the inconsistencies of national 
tracking studies (e.g. the German Tracer Studies Co-Oper-
ation Project KOAB in Germany; Alma Laurea in Italy). It 
involved a more statistically convincing number and type of 
participants than did previous multinational surveys such 
as REFLEX (Research into Employment and Professional 
Flexibility), 1998-2000.
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Structural Differences
The principal characteristics of the EGS, compared to its 
US parallel, are as follows: First, the US reference points 
are bachelor’s degree recipients only; the European “gradu-
ates” include both bachelor’s and master’s degree recipi-
ents, a natural extension of Bologna Process reforms, in an 
environment where more than half of all bachelor’s degree 
recipients continue to the master’s degree. Second, the Na-
tional Center for Education Statistics in the United States 
runs single panel B&B surveys for 10 years. The EGS fea-
sibility recommendations are for two simultaneous panels: 
one retroactive for five years, the other prospective for one, 
four, and (depending on success, interest, and funding) 
nine years. The Europeans get immediate retrospection, 
and potential action going forward. The former is designed 
to produce commitments to the latter. 

The third structural difference, participation and sam-
pling, is more complex. B&B is situated in one country, 
presented in one language, and uses a universe that is a 
subsample of the base year’s National Postsecondary Stu-
dent Aid Survey (NPSAS), consisting of those who earned a 
bachelor’s degree in that year. The EGS panels, in contrast, 
would be drawn de novo from whatever configuration of 
countries commits to participation (it could be nine; it could 
be 19), and whatever groups of institutions each country 
chooses. The US weighting of the B&B sample is simple 
compared to the variability of country sampling, and two 
weightings—within country and across participating coun-
tries—that Europeans would face. In all such studies, there 
is an inevitable decline in participation, hence continued 
reweighting of samples. For example, (from B&B) the same 
student would be weighted 515.280, 529.535, and 542.523 
across three surveys with falling denominators. In the EGS, 
the same student would carry six weights (three in-country 
and three pan-European) across three surveys.

Lastly, the issue of funding. There is a single source of 
fiscal support for B&B. Funding for the EGS would come 
from individual participating country ministries plus, (if 

they so choose), international organizations such as the 
European Commission, OECD, and/or others. Without ad-
equate funding, there will be no EGS, and thus a lost op-
portunity to create a unified, continental information infra-
structure.

Thematic Differences: Self vs. Society
Personal satisfaction is a prime thematic line of the US 
B&B: satisfaction with a variety of aspects of graduate edu-
cation (career preparation, time, effort); satisfaction with 
employment (challenge, benefits, pay, security, working 
conditions, relationship to courses of study); and satisfac-
tion with personal finances. All these measures are taken 
with each survey administration. The self is the center of 
inquiry.

Personal satisfaction is not the center of either surveys 
or discussion of the contents in the proposed EGS. Instead, 
a greater stress is placed on larger social units and activities, 
including engaged citizenship; social/cultural/economic 
orientation; economic cycles; and social networks. To the 
extent to which the self appears at all, it is in questions con-
cerning the quality of life, work-life balances, and “trigger 
events” in the life cycle. 

In the matter of labor market experience, B&B concen-
trates on occupational job type, requirements, location, and 
personal autonomy and flexibility, along with post-baccalau-
reate training, including its costs and components (training 
is not an EGS topic). There is some overlap in the two un-
dertakings’ concern with what EGS designers call “quality 
of employment” components—hours, salary—though EGS 
is more descriptive and less tied to bald numbers. In addi-
tion, the proposed EGS template is structured to tie labor 
market requirements back to postsecondary experiences 
at every turn. That is something one does not see in US 
surveys, despite the groaning of commentators about the 
failures of undergraduate education. Nor do the B&B vari-
ables allow for the EGS distinction between level of skills 
required on the job, level of skills acquired through educa-
tion, and level actually used in occupational life, as an ap-
proach to frequently moaned “mismatches” in US stocktak-
ing. The EGS distinctions, as its designers emphasized, are 
those of “sustaining employability.”

Parallel Divergences: Individuals and Institutions
While B&B is about individual students, the US Depart-
ment of Education’s annual (since 2013) cross-sectional 
“Scorecard” underscores the US obsession with individual 
institutions, presenting data that lead to a rankings mental-
ity. In contrast, “comparison of individual HEIs” ranked 11 
out of 11 potential EGS topic categories across all European 
ministries, rectors’ conferences, and research groups sur-
veyed.

The EGS feasibility study, funded by the 
European Commission, sought a design 
for an account of the professional and 
personal life of graduates across the 
continent in ways that would overcome 
the inconsistencies of national tracking 
studies.
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Then, under labor market results, fall earnings. Out of 
11 topic categories for the texture of an EGS, “returns on ed-
ucation” (a more complex notion than earnings) becomes a 
complex creature in Europe, as tuition can be $0 in a num-
ber of countries, and annual fees range from the nominal 
to $400. In the EGS design priority surveys, return-on-in-
vestment ranked sixth among ministries, seventh among 
national rectors conferences, and seventh among research 
groups. This is not a very prominent position for an indica-
tor of future status. European discussants have substituted 
“earnings” with “assessment of competencies received/ac-
quired on the job,” i.e. they regard job-based knowledge and 
skills to be the equivalent of compensation. In contrast, the 
one metric on the US “Scorecard” that has vaulted over all 
others in attention by both institutions and the media is 
“average personal earnings 10 years after graduation,” by 
institution, however limited and rocky its sources.

In sum, we have two sometimes overlapping, but very 
different sets of measures tracing the lives of former degree 
recipients: one highly individualistic, the other far more ori-
ented to broader social settings. The resulting metrics de-
termine the shape of system accountabilities and the tone 
of assurances to students themselves. 

Missing but Needed: Re-
search on Transnational Edu-
cation
Jane Knight and Qin Liu

Jane Knight is adjunct professor at the Ontario Institute for Studies 
in Education, University of Toronto, Canada. E-mail: jane.knight@
utoronto.ca. Qin Liu is a PhD scholar at the same institution. E-mail: 
qinql.liu@mail.utoronto.ca. 

Why is there so little research being done on transna-
tional education (TNE)? TNE, briefly described as 

“the mobility of higher education programs and institu-
tions/providers across international borders,” is still a rela-
tively young sector of higher education provision, but it is 
growing in scale, scope, and complexity. In many countries, 
it can provide 10 percent of higher education provision, and 
in others up to 40 percent. With significant new develop-
ments, challenges, and opportunities with TNE, it is time 
to be better informed about the research and analysis being 
done on TNE, and to encourage the next generation of re-

searchers to focus on program and provider mobility—not 
only student mobility. 

The purpose of this article is to provide highlights from 
a recent analysis of more than 300 journal articles, book 
chapters, reports, and dissertations on TNE published since 
2000. The main sources of references were the compre-
hensive ERIC database and the Australian Council for Edu-
cation Research IDP Database of Research on International 
Education. The systematic review coded all academic refer-
ences as to the type/mode of TNE provision, date of publi-
cation, research methodology, major theme, geographic fo-
cus, and source of reference. The review focused on various 
modes of program and institutional/provider mobility and 
thus did not address student mobility per se. Research on 
distance education was not included. 

The most striking finding is the chaos and resulting 
confusion as to how different modes of TNE are interpreted 
and labelled. There are many terms used in the literature 
and practice to describe the same TNE mode. Conversely, 
one term applies to many different types of TNE. The in-
consistent use of terms makes comparisons of TNE provi-
sion and research within and across countries challenging 
and often inconclusive. It also means that generalization of 
research findings is difficult and the analysis of internation-
ally comparable TNE data questionable.

Modes of TNE—International Branch Campus, Partner-
ship Programs, Joint Universities, Franchise
Given the inconsistency in TNE terminology, each refer-
ence was carefully reviewed and eventually categorized as 
to mode of program and provider mobility. The result re-
veals the following distribution of TNE research references: 
international branch campuses (IBCs), 29 percent; part-
nership programs (involving collaboration between host 
and sending countries such as twinning and joint/double 
degree program), 16 percent; joint universities (binational, 
cofounded, and codeveloped institutions), 6 percent; fran-
chise programs (export programs from sending countries), 
5 percent; and multi-mode/generic TNE research, 43 per-
cent. Clearly, more research is focused on IBCs than on oth-
er modes. When geographic focus is factored in for IBCs, 
it shows that research from the viewpoint of the sending 
countries is most prevalent, and research from the host 
country perspective significantly underrepresented. With 
TNE representing a growing percentage of higher educa-
tion in host countries, it is worrisome that there is little 
TNE research from the host country point of view.

Major Themes
Each reference was coded for the primary topic addressed. 
Ten major themes emerged from this analysis. The results 
show that about 28 percent focused on management and 
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development issues; 15 percent on trends and challenges; 
12 percent on quality assurance; 10 percent addressed poli-
cies/regulations; 10 percent student issues; and only 5 per-
cent each faculty perspectives, outcomes and impact, peda-
gogy and curriculum, rationales, and definitions. While it 
is encouraging to see the focus on management issues and 
quality assurance, it is troubling that outcomes and impact, 
as well as pedagogy and curriculum, receive such little at-
tention. When the themes are linked with TNE modes, 
the quality assurance research focuses primarily on TNE 
in general and is not specific to one of the four main TNE 
modes. This raises the vexing question as to how quality 
assurance practices and issues differ among the modes. For 
example, with IBCs and franchise programs, the curricu-
lum, qualification offered, and external quality assurance 
are the primary responsibility of the sending country. How-
ever, for partnership programs, the responsibility for these 
three aspects involves both the sending and host countries.

Research Methods
The type of research methods (empirical, descriptive, con-
ceptual, and policy analysis) was noted for all references. 
Overall, descriptive methods were used for 52 percent of the 
references, empirical for 40 percent, conceptual for 8 per-
cent, and policy analysis for 1 percent. Interesting to note is 
the very small percentage of research studies that are con-
ceptual or theoretical in approach. This may shed light on 
why there is such inconsistency in the interpretation and 
use of TNE terms.  

Dates and Sources of References
It is promising to see the considerable increase in TNE 
research references during the last 15 years. Of the total 
references reviewed, only 7 percent were published from 
2000 to 2005, but this increased substantially to 42 per-
cent between 2006 and 2010, and to 50 percent from 2011 
to 2015. A deliberate choice for the review was to include 
academic literature only, thereby excluding grey literature 
such as newspaper/newsletter articles and blogs. With TNE 
research still being a relatively young field, it is not surpris-
ing that there is more grey literature than academic litera-

ture. But because the analysis focused on TNE research, it 
was necessary to focus on traditional sources. The analysis 
shows that about 39 percent are book chapters, 39 percent 
journal articles, 15 percent reports, usually from commis-
sioned research, and only 7 percent dissertations.  

It is disappointing to find so few PhD dissertations, as 
these researchers are critical to the future analysis of TNE. 
TNE dissertations available on ProQuest appear in refer-
ences starting from 2005. The majority (61 percent) of the 
18 dissertations focus on IBCs. This is interesting, as cur-
rently there are about 250 operating IBCs around the world, 
while there are thousands of TNE partnership programs. 
Furthermore, the emergence of joint universities (which 
involves collaboration from both host and sending country 
institutions to establish a new institution) is a relatively new 
phenomenon and is worthy of more research, as they are 
radically different from IBCs, which are essentially satel-
lite campuses of foreign parent institutions. All in all, TNE 
studies would benefit from more PhD students, especial-
ly in host countries, doing their research on the different 
modes and dimensions of TNE. 

TNE is still a relatively young sector and certainly an 
underresearched one. There are probably three to four 
times more research publications on student mobility is-
sues than on program and provider mobility topics. How-
ever, a first key step is to develop a “Common TNE Classi-
fication Framework,” with terms and definitions which are 
robust enough to differentiate the major modes of TNE, but 
flexible enough to be used by the more than 100 host and 
sending countries increasingly involved in TNE. This is a 
fundamental step to improving TNE data collection and re-
search. 

The Complex Diversity of 
Southeast Asian Postsecond-
ary Education
Philip G. Altbach

Philip G. Altbach is research professor and founding director of the Cen-
ter for International Higher Education at Boston College, US. E-mail: 
altbach@bc.edu.

Are there common elements in the higher education re-
alities of Southeast Asia? In fact, the region may even 

be more divergent than convergent. This can be seen in the 

The purpose of this article is to pro-
vide highlights from a recent analysis 
of more than 300 journal articles, book 
chapters, reports, and dissertations on 
TNE published since 2000. 
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responses that the countries in the region have made to 
twenty-first century higher education challenges, and such 
an examination yields some useful lessons and models. 

Aspects of Diversity
The region is diverse in almost every respect. Religious 
traditions include Muslim (Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei), 
Christian (the Philippines), Confucian (Vietnam), Bud-
dhist (Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos), and mixed 
(Singapore)—with religious minorities in most countries. 
British, French, Spanish, American, and Dutch colonial-
ism have influenced the region. One country, Thailand, is 
one of the few in the developing world that was never colo-
nized. Wealth varies dramatically from several high-income 
countries (Brunei and Singapore), some middle-income 
(Malaysia, Thailand), several that are close to middle-in-
come (Indonesia, Vietnam, and perhaps the Philippines), 
and several that are still developing (Myanmar, Cambodia, 
Laos). Thus, it is not surprising that the variations in high-
er education realities across the region are significant—in 
many ways there are more differences than similarities. 
This is understandable, as each country needs a different 
approach to higher education development to meet specific 
national needs.

Higher Education Realities
Access to postsecondary education varies considerably in 
Southeast Asia—from approximately 10 percent in Myan-
mar to 87 percent of the relevant age group in Singapore. 
No Southeast Asia country, except Singapore, enrolls post-
secondary students at the levels of the most advanced coun-
tries. Thailand (around half), Malaysia (37 percent), and 
Indonesia (32 percent) come closest. The poorer countries, 
such as Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos, are all under 20 
percent gross enrollment ratios. The region, with one ex-
ception, still faces the overwhelming pressures of massifi-
cation—access to postsecondary education for large cohorts 
of students.

It is not surprising that the region has very few glob-
ally recognized research universities. With the notable 
exception of Singapore, which has two universities in the 
top 100, none rank highly, and only 15 are listed in the top 
800 of the Times Higher Education ranking of universities 
worldwide. Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand, along with 
Singapore, are represented. While these rankings are im-
perfect measures, they do indicate generally the standing 
of research universities globally. The fact that the region 
has few research universities is a serious disadvantage if it 
wants to participate at the top levels of global science, attract 
students and scholars from overseas, and in general be a 
serious player in the global knowledge economy.

Again, with the exception of Singapore and to some 

extent Malaysia, investment in higher education in South-
east Asia has been modest—in general expenditure from 
government sources has been under the support levels of 
advanced countries. Only Singapore and Malaysia have 
provided higher levels of state investment in higher edu-
cation—other countries, such as Indonesia and Vietnam, 
spend well under 1 percent of GDP on postsecondary edu-
cation. These relatively low levels of investment have had 
important implications. There are few research universi-
ties in Southeast Asia, as has been pointed out. It has also 
meant governments’ response to the needs of massification 
has been limited, and that the private sector has provided 
much of the facilities to absorb the demands of mass ac-
cess. 

The private sector has emerged as a key part of the post-
secondary structure in much of Southeast Asia. Singapore, 
Laos, Vietnam, Myanmar, Brunei, and Malaysia are partial 
exceptions to this generalization, although all have active 
and growing private institutions. In Thailand, Indonesia, 
and Cambodia, private providers enroll more than half of 
the student population. In the Philippines, more than 80 

percent of students are in private universities. Even social-
ist Vietnam plans to have 40 percent of enrollments in the 
private sector by 2020, although it is hard to see how that 
could be achieved without significantly lowering quality. In 
general, the private institutions are “demand absorbing,” 
as countries transition to mass higher education—accept-
ing students with modest academic qualifications and of-
ten from families from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. 
Many of the private providers are for-profit, and very few 
are high quality. In Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam, and 
Indonesia, there are a few prestigious private universities, 
often affiliated with Christian religious organizations. Over-
all, little is known about the large and quite important pri-
vate higher education sector in Southeast Asia.

Few Southeast Asian countries have coherent and well-
designed academic systems that provide a range of academ-
ic opportunities. Few countries, in Southeast Asia or else-
where, have figured out how to integrate the private higher 
education sector so that it can contribute coherently to the 
public interest. Further, even within public postsecondary 
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education, there are seldom systems in place that effective-
ly ensure that the various sectors intelligently interlock, so 
that research universities, teaching-focused institutions, vo-
cational schools, and others work together and are logically 
funded. Singapore, again, is perhaps an exception to this 
trend. It has just recently appointed a cabinet minister with 
a portfolio for higher education and skills. 

Issues and Debates 
Is there a “Southeast Asian model” for higher education de-
velopment? With the diversity described here, the answer 
is negative. Yet, there are a range of higher education net-
works, including the Southeast Asian Ministers of Educa-
tion Organization (SEAMEO); the Association of Southeast 
Asian Institutions of Higher Learning (ASAIHL), which 
includes institutions from all over Asia; and the Associa-
tion of Southeast Asian Nations Plus Three (ASEAN+3), 
that discuss common issues that may be considered in a 
regional context, and aspects of cooperation that may be 
useful. However, few lasting regional initiatives have been 
developed, and the desire to retain national control tends to 
override regional ambitions.

With few exceptions, and despite the existence of 
ASEAN and several other regional organizations, there is 
surprisingly little accurate information or analysis concern-
ing higher education in the region. Accurate and up-to-date 
statistics and careful analysis of key themes and issues are 
necessary prerequisites for effective policymaking. Without 
good information, within countries and regionally, effective 
benchmarking is impossible. No Southeast Asia nation has 
an internationally visible higher education research center, 
and there are very few higher education specialists, whether 
in government or in the universities. A partial exception is 
Malaysia’s IPPTN (National Higher Education Research In-
stitute Malaysia). There is an urgent need for a research and 
policy community in higher education.

The language of higher education is a continuing issue 
in Southeast Asia, as it is in much of the world. The role of 
English, as the main world language of science and scholar-
ship, is a particular dilemma. In general, Southeast Asian 
nations use their own indigenous languages for higher edu-
cation. Two major exceptions are Singapore and the Phil-
ippines, which use English—as does Myanmar—although 
there is discussion in Myanmar concerning the appropri-
ate language. Multiethnic Singapore found English to be a 
logical choice from the time of independence in 1965—a 
choice that helped the country build the most successful 
higher education system in Southeast Asia, and the only 
one with high international standing. Malaysia chose to 
jettison English and shift to the use of bahasa Malaysia, a 
decision that prevented the country from becoming inter-
nationally prominent, and created other problems. In the 

2000s, Malaysian policy swung back to English to some ex-
tent, but now seems to be shifting again—although private 
sector institutions continue to offer instruction in English. 
Indonesia moved from Dutch to bahasa Indonesia following 
independence, although some English is now used. 

The issue of language is discussed here not only be-
cause it is important in and of itself, but also because it is 
symbolic of the complexities of policy in the region. Lan-
guage is, in some countries, a contentious political issue. 
On the one hand, local languages are a repository of local 
culture and history. On the other, English helps shape inter-
nationalization as well as regionalization, possibilities for 
hiring talent and attracting students from abroad, links to 
global science, prospects for access of local students, and 
others.

Few Southeast Asian nations seem to be positioned in 
the near future to join the ranks of the top leagues in higher 
education. Most continue to be concerned with coping with 
the continuing demands of massification, and thus pay 
limited attention to the global knowledge economy—with 
the significant exception of Singapore and to some extent 
Malaysia. No Southeast Asia country has sponsored an “ex-
cellence initiative,” as have been initiated in such countries 
as China, Germany, Japan, Russia, and others, as a way 
of quickly building top research-focused universities—al-
though most of the countries in the region have provided at 
least modest additional resources to their flagship univer-
sities. Malaysia, and particularly Singapore, have invested 
significant resources in them.

Southeast Asia is clearly affected by international 
trends. However, few countries have an international per-
spective or an internationalization policy. Malaysia, for ex-
ample, hosts several branch campuses of Australian uni-
versities—and has one local university, the International 
Islamic University Malaysia, that was established to serve 
students from abroad. And Singapore, through its Global 
Schoolhouse initiative, has had an active internationaliza-
tion policy that includes attracting international students 
and overseas academic institutions as well. But the region 
in general lacks an international perspective.

Conclusion
While there is little that links Southeast Asia’s diverse na-
tions, there are common higher education realities that face 
them. But rather than thinking of the region as a whole, it 
may be more useful to think of groups of countries with 
similar challenges. A first step is to develop effective data 
and analysis, and then to consider carefully appropriate 
development strategies. While problems are national, solu-
tions may be regional, and answers may be suggested by 
the experiences of countries and institutions in the region. 
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With Myanmar’s economic and democratic transition 
in rapid progress, the higher education sector needs 

to reengineer itself. The November 2015 elections gave its 
mandate to a National League for Democracy (NLD) gov-
ernment. Efforts have to be made to enact higher educa-
tion and private education laws, incorporate citizenship 
education, and increase engagement with the Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). 

Evolving Education Legislation
After 50 years of isolation, neglect, and underinvestment, 
Myanmar’s higher education infrastructure (e.g. build-
ings, libraries, and laboratories), curriculum, research, and 
teaching capacity require substantial renovation, invest-
ment, and capacity building. Of the 170 public higher edu-
cation institutions, under 13 different ministries, that com-
prise Myanmar’s higher education, almost half are situated 
in Yangon (33) and Mandalay (36), and only 10 universities 
can confer doctorate degrees. Furthermore, a significant 
number of these institutions actually offer vocational train-
ing or distance education, raising quality issues. 

To address some of these issues, Myanmar’s national 
education law was enacted in October 2014. It was amend-
ed in June 2015 to incorporate the demands of protestors 
(e.g. students and civil society organizations), which slowed 
progress in drafting its subsector laws for higher and pri-
vate education. Key higher education issues addressed in 
the law include the extent of university autonomy, the right 
to organize unions, and the university’s right to formulate 
its own curriculum. Given the changing nature of higher 
education stakeholders, and the country’s development 
needs, enacting and amending the national education law 
has been an evolving process characterized by inclusive-
ness, openness, and to a certain extent transparency, which 
are key features of a democratic government.   

Transparency and good governance through a set of le-
gal frameworks, and their implementation, help enhance 
the country’s higher education reputation, especially with 

a clear higher education mandate including increased ac-
cess, equity, quality, and relevance. Aside from economic 
considerations, however, Myanmar needs to consider its 
nation-building requirements and the contribution of high-
er education, through citizenship education, to ensure sus-
tainable development and transition to democracy. 

University-led Initiatives?
In spite of the uncertainty deriving from the absence of 
a higher education law, universities will be granted a de-
gree of institutional autonomy, especially as they have been 
tasked to draft charters. Universities are under pressure to 
support the demands of a fast growing economy driven by 
local economic development and increasing direct foreign 
investment in the country’s different sectors, including 
higher education.  

Myanmar’s higher education sector is now charged 
with the responsibility of producing enough graduates with 
the required skills, knowledge, and attitudes demanded 
by an economy increasingly connected to the global mar-
ket. Universities need to reengineer themselves and their 
curriculum, to effectively conform to the requirements of 
Myanmar’s fast changing economic and social environ-
ment. Within the proposed institutional autonomy frame-
work, universities need human and financial resources 
along with much needed infrastructure, to effectively de-
liver globally skilled and competent human resources re-
quired by industry. Furthermore, quality standards need 
to be established through a national qualifications frame-
work and an independent national quality assurance agency 
aligned with ASEAN and international practices.  

Myanmar’s universities, however, lack the capacity to 
undertake these changes, especially within an unfamiliar 
environment and a fairly new and vague institutional au-
tonomy framework. Half a century of isolation and a con-
stant lack of investment have taken their toll on the capac-
ity of higher education institutions to adapt to regional and 
global standards and to the rapid changes of the country’s 
economic and social environment. Although the interna-
tional development community has contributed with tech-
nical assistance, capacity building, and even infrastructure 
development, a truly national higher education sector needs 
to take into consideration its own traditions, context, and 
needs, rather than transplant foreign models.  

In addition, Myanmar universities need to engage in 
citizenship education to support social development, by 
inculcating the rights and responsibilities required to be 
a Myanmar, ASEAN, and global citizen. Under the above 
context and development, “proactive learning,” which fo-
cuses on interactive and participatory learning led by faculty 
members, may provide an effective method to nurture citi-
zenship and employability among students, and narrow the 
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gap between the provision of higher education, the require-
ments of industry, and the country’s economic and social 
development needs.

Using ASEAN and International Frameworks 
Myanmar needs to conform to the requirements of its 
membership in ASEAN, and utilize its advantages. Aside 
from increasing regional economic integration, ASEAN, 
through the ASEAN University Network and SEAMEO 
RIHED (Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organiza-
tion/Regional Centre for Higher Education and Develop-
ment), has taken a significant number of higher education 
initiatives that should help its member countries’ higher 
education systems reach regional and international stan-
dards. These programs include establishing national quali-
fications frameworks, which will be referenced to the ASE-
AN Regional Qualifications Framework by 2018; setting up 
the ASEAN Quality Assurance Network; and developing an 
ASEAN Credit Transfer System. 

These higher education developments at the regional 
level do not stand alone. Other bilateral and multilateral 
higher education engagements also provide support for 
capacity development, infrastructure improvement, and 
guidance in international best practices. However, ASEAN 
provides a significant and tested framework in line with 
its policy of narrowing the developmental gap between its 
member countries, a strong regional basis for higher edu-
cation cooperation, and a directive to establish not only the 
ASEAN Economic Community, but also the ASEAN Com-
munity, in the near future.

Higher education can be key to supporting the coun-
try’s economic development and democratic transition. 
However, legal frameworks must be established and imple-
mented, even if this remains an ongoing process. Support 
must be given to higher education institutions, especially 
within the proposed institutional autonomy framework, 
and universities need to be actively engaged in citizen-
ship education to enhance nation building, reduce internal 

conflicts, and support the democratic transition. Finally, 
Myanmar’s active engagement in ASEAN higher education 
initiatives provides support for capacity building, quality 
enhancement, mutual recognition, and, in time, meeting 
ASEAN higher education standards. Transparency, inclu-
sion, and good governance remain key factors to improving 
Myanmar’s higher education sector.  

Merging and Demerging  
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There is little research into the institutional/organiza-
tional underpinnings of education systems. Take, for 

example, the frequent phenomenon of mergers and de-
mergers of education ministries. Many countries have sev-
eral ministries of education: one for basic and secondary 
education (sometimes even one for each); another for high-
er education; yet another for vocational education. Over 
time, these ministries are merged, demerged, and reconfig-
ured with sufficient frequency to provide ample meaning to 
the quote “it’s déjà vu all over again” (and again and again).  

Even though ministerial mergers and demergers are 
fairly common and pose similar challenges to all concerned, 
we were surprised to find only one study (in Zimbabwe) 
that directly addresses the issue. Studies on the reorganiza-
tion of government structures are plentiful, but they do not 
address the particular issues of merger/demerger in educa-
tion. And yet the abilities of education systems to meet ex-
pectations can be cruelly dependent on their organizational 
capabilities. In education, in particular, policy usually ends 
up being evaluated as implementation, and implementa-
tion is the work of organizational structures at all levels. 

Malaysia: A Case Study 
In Malaysia, the ministry of higher education (MoHE) was 
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created in 2004 in order to promote significant growth in 
higher education, which is what happened: enrollments 
grew by 54 percent and the gross enrollment ratio increased 
from 28 percent to 37 percent between 2005 and 2012. 
Malaysian universities are autonomous for budgetary and 
most academic matters, but overall enrollments and the 
level of staff salaries are outside of locus of full university 
autonomy.

The ministry of education (MoE) and the MoHE were 
merged in 2013. The reasons provided included: spurring 
the transformation of education to be on par with interna-
tional standards by 2020; progress toward one administra-
tive roof for the whole system; harmonization of education 
strategic plans; improved strategic management of the 
education system. Two years later, in 2015, the single min-
istry was again divided into its two previous components, 
the MoE and the MoHE. This was justified by claiming that 
separation would allow the MoHE to better focus on em-
powering higher education in order to meet the rising de-
mands of its institutions. According to senior staff at both 
ministries, the 2013 merger and the 2015 demerger were 
politically motivated and unexpected—all interviewed stat-
ed that both decisions took them by surprise.

The merger lasted for only two years and its effects were 
minimal. Three factors account for this: (i) the important 
functions of accreditation and examinations supervision 
are performed by autonomous agencies and, thereby, are 
insulated from ministerial institutional changes; (ii) uni-
versity autonomy, which insulates the universities from po-
litically motivated vicissitudes; and, of course (iii) the short 
duration of the merger—if it had lasted longer, the effects 
would have been greater and a subsequent demerger more 
difficult. Nonetheless, efforts were made toward consolida-
tion of the two ministries, especially during the second year 
after the announcement of the merger. 

The Merger as Seen by Ministerial Staff
Notwithstanding the unexpectedly short duration of the 
merger, staff of the two former ministries gave serious 
thought to its implementation and to potential benefits and 
costs. Staff from the former MoE perceived the benefits as 
follows: facilitation of information-sharing, resulting from 
improved ease of obtaining advice from university faculty 
and researchers; economies of scale in human resource 
management; and sharing of infrastructure. On the other 
hand, MoE staff saw several potential problems associated 
with the merger: the renegotiation of some international 
agreements to include higher education; the difficulty of 
budget planning; confusion resulting from the (presum-
ably short-term) duplication of human resources, account-
ing, and legal departments during the merger period; and 
loss of exclusive focus on K-12 education.

For the MoHE, the merger provided one major ad-
vantage—coincidental and unintended, according to all 
interviewed—which was that it greatly enhanced the for-
mulation of its ten-year strategic plan (Malaysia Education 
Blueprint 2015-2025). The short merger period facilitated this 
by allowing for: improved access to information; a better 
understanding of the complexities of the basic education 
system as a whole; a broader ownership of the higher edu-
cation Blueprint; the identification of overlapping activities, 
such as technical and vocational education and training; 
and the definition of key performance indicators.

On the downside, according to MoHE staff, decision 
chains lengthened and the merged ministry was perceived 
as too big and difficult to manage. There were too many 
meetings, leading to greater stress. Most importantly, the 
budget for higher education declined under the merger.

The merger also highlighted the very different institu-
tional cultures of the two ministries. For example, decision-
making processes in the MoHE were more flexible and in-
formal than those of the MoE; information and decisions in 
the MoHE tended to circulate more as soft copies, whereas 
the MoE used hard copies; and MoHE staff were often on 
secondment from other (usually university) positions and/
or on limited-term contracts, meaning that there was more 
staff turnover in the MoHE than in the MoE.

Conclusion
Both the 2013 merger and the subsequent 2015 demerger 
were politically motivated and came as a surprise to all 
frontline actors in the ministries. Little organizational 
change occurred during the two years of the merger period, 
with the first year mostly spent on getting to know new ar-
eas, procedures, and staff, and the second year on work-
ing toward implementation. In the event, all agree that the 
merger did not change much; however, if it had continued 
for a longer period, reversal would have been difficult and 
painful. Also, there was broad agreement that management 
was smoother and more efficient before the merger, and 
improved again after the demerger. 
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Even though ministerial mergers and 
demergers are fairly common and pose 
similar challenges to all concerned, we 
were surprised to find only one study 
(in Zimbabwe) that directly addresses 
the issue. 
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We found no clear, unambiguous support for the merg-
er. One benefit that surprised senior staff working on higher 
education was that the merger facilitated the formulation of 
the higher education ten-year strategic plan. However, now 
that the Blueprint has been completed and adopted, those 
concerned find that separation is preferable for implemen-
tation and focus.

The potential institutional instability resulting from 
the merger (or, for that matter, from any reorganization of 
government structures) was mitigated by the existence of 
autonomous agencies performing major functions, as well 
as by the fact that the universities are autonomous.

Perhaps the most surprising finding of our work is the 
near-total absence of any systematic analysis of the frequent 
phenomenon of ministerial mergers and demergers in the 
sector of education. Does this lack of interest constitute a 
recognition that mergers/demergers are of little conse-
quence, or, rather, does it point to a general lack of concern 
for the institutional, organizational, and managerial dimen-
sions of the sector? The latter would be highly worrisome 
given the developmental, social, financial, and political im-
portance of the education sector. 

Christian Higher Education’s 
Place within Private Higher 
Education
Daniel Levy

Daniel Levy is distinguished professor, Department of Educational Ad-
ministration and Policy Studies, State University of New York at Al-
bany, US. E-mail: dlevy@albany.edu.

PROPHE (Program for Research on Private Higher Edu-
cation) has a regular column in IHE and occasionally a 

Special Focus topic with multiple articles. This issue’s topic 
is Christian Higher Education.

As many IHE articles over recent years testify, private 
higher education (PHE) has grown immensely worldwide. 
Although most of the articles have dealt with PHE rather 
generically, others have focused on some particular type of 
PHE. This Special Focus section highlights Christian high-
er education (CHE). The section’s geographical coverage is 
broad, as both this introductory piece and Glanzer’s piece 
are global in scope, and Carpenter’s is regional (Africa).

CHE in this Special Focus refers mostly to contempo-
rary growth, international settings, and Protestant as well 
as Catholic institutions. (Orthodox Christianity has not 

much joined the move into higher education.) Although the 
Special Focus pieces find variation within CHE (by region, 
country, and institution), they also identify enough defining 
CHE realities to make CHE a viable category for analysis.

To open the Special Focus section, this introductory 
piece places CHE within the context of PHE. More specifi-
cally, it indicates how CHE is a type of “identity” PHE. By 
far the most common form of identity presence in higher 
education is religious, though ethnic and women’s colleges 
also have a presence. In the nineteenth, and late into the 
twentieth century, the growing religious type was often 
Catholic. But the Protestant component of the contempo-
rary CHE surge augments the pluralist nature of the reli-
gious proliferation. (Some echo is heard on the growth of 
Islamic colleges and universities, though these are often 
public as well as private and, in any case, are beyond the 
scope of this Special Focus.)

The coherence of the CHE category manifests itself in 
two vital elements at the forefront of each of this Special 
Focus’s articles: growth and challenges.

Growth
Like other identity institutions, CHE institutions emerge to 
foster the interests of a group. There is a strong promotion-
al side, but also often a defensive side, as a secularizing so-
ciety and higher education system threaten (intentionally or 
not) the religious presence in higher education. Even a ma-
jority among the general population may find itself only a 
small minority force in a country’s public higher education 
sector. The religious motivation for growth may be rather 
narrow, or broadened to include social missions such as 
serving the poor. Alongside distinctly religious motivations, 
however, religious higher education institutions sometimes 
grow from dynamics found also in PHE’s nonidentity sec-
tors. From their outset, most religious institutions declare 
academic missions as well. Over time, CHE institutions 
seek to build enrollment for the tuition it brings, while 
governments push them to help expand higher education 
access. On the other hand, some academically and socially 
privileged CHE institutions grow as students escape the po-
litical and other problems that plague the public sector in 
many countries. Thus, in CHE as in identity institutions 
generally, growth comes from a combination of distinctive 
group causes and nondistinctive causes, seen elsewhere in 
PHE.

“Academic drift,” that common higher education re-
ality in which institutions ascend in their level (including 
ascension upward into higher education), plays itself out 
in vivid form in CHE. Seminaries or other institutions 
training religious leaders and concentrating on theology, 
become universities offering nonreligious fields alongside 
religious ones. The motivation may be to reach out to soci-
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ety or marry faith and science, but it may include financial, 
expansionist, or status motivations widely at play in private 
(and public) institutions.

The contemporary surge of CHE is part of the broad-
er ongoing PHE surge, but not of a generalized religious 
surge. Catholic higher education, in parts of the world the 
most important identity type in the ninteenth and twentieth 
centuries, has been more in descent than ascent. The Cath-
olic wing of today’s CHE surge is largely in new institutions 
and in regions (Africa looming large here), with only a small 
prior Catholic or other private presence. In Latin America, 
contrasts between traditional Catholic universities and new 
Protestant or Evangelical ones are striking. 

The extent of the global CHE surge is difficult to quan-
tify—in particular in enrollment. The phenomenon is ex-
aggerated by the striking number of institutions, as many 
of them, especially Protestant ones, are small. Nonetheless, 
authors can point to more than a few large CHE institu-
tions. The CHE surge is more potent in the developing than 
developed world, notwithstanding important exceptions in 
Japan and South Korea.

Challenges
Unfortunately for the CHE institutions, they are vulnerable 
to two major kinds of challenges. One kind is rather general 
to PHE institutions. The other is especially fundamental to 
identity institutions. Both threaten enrollment size, but the 
latter especially threatens dilution of core mission.

Just as CHE grows from some causes similar to those 
behind other PHE growth, so it is vulnerable to challenges 
that face most PHE institutions, with particulars some-
times involving religion. A national swing to the political 
left may bring increased regulation and even hostility, espe-
cially where the left sees religion as regressive or at least ba-
sically irrelevant to higher education. CHE legitimacy may 
be shaky on grounds of both academic quality, as is com-
mon for PHE, or isolation from unifying public national 
missions. Finance is a common threat for private institu-
tions and, as is common with identity institutions, most 
CHE institutions get little or no public funding. Academic 
drift stemming from aspirations to meet quality and status 
expectations pushes against focused priority on original re-

ligious mission.
At the same time and in several ways, the very forces 

that lead to distinctive CHE growth hold seeds of potential 
challenges. A diminishing Christian population, but also 
one with diminished fealty to religion, is a direct threat. As 
CHE institutions then reach out to meet enrollment and 
faculty needs, they must expect an accelerated dilution of 
mission.

The general challenges to PHE and the particular chal-
lenges to identity institutions like CHE institutions are for-
midable. Nonetheless, CHE in recent decades has brought 
a surge of largely fresh identity institutions, providing some 
renewed energy to the private sector.  

Growing on the Margins: 
Global Christian Higher  
Education
Perry L. Glanzer

Perry L. Glanzer is professor of educational foundations at Baylor Uni-
versity and a resident scholar with Baylor Institute for Studies of Reli-
gion, US. E-mail: Perry_Glanzer@baylor.edu.

For its first 600 years of existence, virtually all of West-
ern higher education was faith-based. Over the past two 

centuries, however, nation-states moved faith-based higher 
education to the margin, as they became the most powerful 
secularizing force affecting higher education. As a result, 
faith-based higher education has faced challenges from 
governments, but it also continues to experience growth on 
the margins when certain conditions are available.   

What are the particular challenges facing the over 1,100 
Christian colleges and universities in the world today? I 
define as “Christian” those universities or colleges that 
currently acknowledge and embrace a Christian identity 
(Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, or Protestant) and purpose in 
their mission statements, and shape aspects of their gover-
nance, curriculum, staffing, student body, and campus life 
in the light of that identity. I also define university to mean 
degree-granting institution with more than ecclesiastical or 
technical majors, and not a specialty institution, such as a 
theological seminary.

Contemporary Challenges
The most obvious challenge to Christian universities comes 
from the nationalization of higher education systems. In 
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most countries, a central ministry of education or some oth-
er government entity controls the authorization of degree 
granting and determines the legal framework for higher ed-
ucation. In authoritarian countries, such as in communist 
countries or military dictatorships, the state often promotes 
a purely secular public education and outlaws private forms 
of higher education, or highly regulates it—which then in-
cludes religious universities. 

Even in democracies, the nation-state also shapes faith-
based higher education in important ways. For example, 
since most democracies do not have an established religion, 
they tend not to support religious institutions financially. 
According to our research, only 7 percent of Christian uni-
versities receive the majority of their funding from the state. 
These institutions are usually in Europe (e.g., Belgium, 
England, the Netherlands, Poland, and Slovakia) or have 
some association with the British Commonwealth (e.g., 

Australia). Furthermore, only 15 percent of Christian uni-
versities receive partial direct funding from the state, again 
a phenomenon concentrated in Western and Central Eu-
rope (e.g., France, Germany, Hungary, Norway, and Portu-
gal), with India an important developing country example. 
Overall, Christian institutions around the world are now 
overwhelmingly privately funded and will likely remain so 
in the near future. 

In countries where Christian universities are growing 
the most, it is largely due to new freedom for privately-fund-
ed universities more generally. For example, of the 71 Chris-
tian colleges and universities we identified that started out-
side of North America since 1995 (47 of which began in 
Africa), only four received some sort of government fund-
ing. Even in countries such as India, where Christian col-
leges receive government support, an increasing number 
of the new institutions are privately funded institutions. As 
a consequence, Christian universities prosper in countries 
that allow a large degree of privatization, as in Brazil, India, 
Indonesia, Japan, Korea, and the United States, while they 
are virtually nonexistent in countries with very little by way 
of private universities, such as Austria, New Zealand, and 
the United Kingdom. 

Remarkable Growth
Despite these challenges of self-financing, Christian uni-
versities continue to be created. Outside of North America, 
the current center of Christian higher education, at least 
130 new universities have been created since 1990. Not 
surprisingly, most of the growth has come from countries 
where private education overall has expanded. Here are 
some highlights of the current creativity:  

•Africa has been a hot spot, with 58 new Christian 
colleges and universities (16 Catholic and 42 Protestant) 
founded between 1990 and today. The largest of these insti-
tutions, the Saint Augustine University of Tanzania, found-
ed in 1998, already has over 12,500 students.   

•In Latin America, 30 new Christian universities have 
arisen since 1990, 11 of them Protestant. The largest is the 
Catholic University of Honduras, founded in 1992, with 
over 17,000 students.  

•In Asia, 22 institutions have been created since 1990 
(eight Catholic, 14 Protestant). The largest number started 
in India (12). While most of the Indian colleges are small, 
some of the universities in other countries have grown 
quickly. For example, Baekseok University in South Korea, 
which started in 1994, has grown to over 15,000 students.   

•In Europe, the main action has been in the formerly 
communist nations, where 14 of the 17 Christian universi-
ties have been established or resurrected since 1990 (six 
Catholic, three Orthodox, seven Protestant and one joint 
ecumenical partnership between Anglicans and Catholics). 
In contrast, there are only three recently founded Christian 
universities in Western Europe. The largest is the publicly 
funded Catholic University in Ružomberok (Slovakia) with 
7,700 students.    

•Oceania has seen the creation of only two new uni-
versities. Both of them, however, are the largest Christian 
universities in each country (Australia and Papua New 
Guinea). The state-funded Australian Catholic University, 
a product of the merger of four preexisting Catholic insti-
tutions, is now the largest Christian university in the area 
with an enrollment of almost 32,000 students.   

A few other generalizations can be made about this 
new and ongoing growth. Virtually all of it comes from the 
Catholic (51) and Protestant (79) tradition, and not the East-
ern Orthodox (three). Outside of Africa, most of the Protes-
tant universities tend to be much smaller than the Catholic 
universities (e.g., the average size of the new Catholic insti-
tutions in South America is 2,902 students, while the aver-
age size for the Protestant is 1,305). Africa is the exception, 
where the average size for both Catholic and Protestant in-
stitutions is virtually the same (Catholic 2,395; Protestant 
2,382). Not surprisingly, the largest universities are almost 
all state-funded to some degree and accept students regard-
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less of religious identity, while the smaller institutions are 
privately funded and perhaps more selective with faculty 
hiring or even admissions. Overall, although Christian 
universities no longer lead higher education, where nation-
states allow it, they still grow. In some senses, they grow 
on the margins, but then these margins are not so small or 
insignificant. 

Christian Universities Grow 
in Africa
Joel Carpenter

Joel Carpenter is professor of history and director of the Nagel Institute 
for the Study of World Christianity at Calvin College, US. E-mail: jcar-
pent@calvin.edu. 

Christian higher education is growing briskly in sub-Sa-
haran Africa. It exists at the intersection of two of the 

most dynamic social trends on the continent: the rapid rise 
of Christian adherence and the volatile growth of higher 
education.   

A century ago, only nine million Christians resided in 
all of Africa, and most were in Egypt’s and Ethiopia’s an-
cient churches. By 1950, this number had tripled, to about 
30 million. By 1970, there were 114 million Christians in 
Africa. Today there are an estimated 555 million African 
Christians—Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, Pentecostal, 
and African-instituted.   

African higher education’s growth has also been rapid. 
In the early 1960s, there were only 41 higher education in-
stitutions and 16,500 students in all of Africa. As of 2010, 
sub-Saharan Africa enrolled 5.2 million students in 668 
higher education institutions, and these enrollments were 
more than double those in 2000. 

African universities today are emerging from a turbu-
lent half-century. The immediate postcolonial era brought 
high hopes with supportive governments and massive 
international investments. But by the 1980s, African uni-
versities were suffering deep financial cuts as falling com-
modity prices and inflated energy prices crippled national 
budgets. World Bank and International Monetary Fund 
advisors pushed debtor nations to reallocate educational 
spending toward primary and secondary schools. Mean-
while, authoritarian regimes suspected flagship universi-
ties of subversion and slashed their budgets. By the 1990s, 
even the finest African universities were in crisis.  

To compound these problems, the growth of second-
ary education drove a relentless demand for tertiary enroll-
ments. Governments mandated their flagship universities 
to enroll far beyond their carrying capacities. New regional 
institutions were founded and tertiary technical colleges 
were granted university status. Nigeria, for example, had 
founded 86 federal and state universities by 2015. Even 
with increases in funding, African higher education bud-
gets lagged behind enrollment gains. Thousands of African 
academics left to find work elsewhere. 

So what was to be done? In 2001, the World Bank re-
emphasized the universities’ role in national development. 
After years of neglect, Western foreign aid programs retar-
geted higher education. Private funders returned; the “Part-
nership for Higher Education,” for instance, which engaged 
eight American foundations with universities in nine Af-
rican countries, invested $440 million between 2000 and 
2010. African governments began to charter more private 
universities and technical schools. In Ghana, for example, 
there were just two private universities in 1999, but now 
there are 28. 

The Expansion of Christian Universities
Christian higher education has played a salient role in this 
rapid private growth. Nigeria has chartered 61 private in-
stitutions since 1999. Of these, 31 are Christian. In Kenya, 
there are 17 chartered private universities and 13 more with 
interim authority. Of all these, 17 are Christian. This trend 
is quite dynamic across the continent. Indeed, sub-Saharan 
Africa is one of the “hot spots” in the growth of Christian 
higher education worldwide. 

From a broad social and educational viewpoint, this 
Christian university movement seems driven by the mas-
sive demand for access to higher education and the liberal-
ization of government chartering, both global trends. The 
religious scene in Africa, however, provides its own drivers 
of this movement. It is part of a larger effort to institutional-
ize, and thus conserve, the huge gains in Christian adher-
ence. Christian groups in Africa often look first to the edu-
cational needs of their children, but they also move quickly 
to train clergy. In 1950, there were only perhaps 70 or 80 
pastoral education programs or theological schools across 

As Christian movements become strong 
national forces, their educational aims 
are broadening to engage larger social 
responsibilities.
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Africa, but a recent survey found 1,468 of them.  
As Christian movements become strong national forc-

es, their educational aims are broadening to engage larger 
social responsibilities. Universities are a better fit than sem-
inaries for these broader purposes, and more than a doz-
en of the new African universities have seminary or Bible 
college ancestry. Church people start these universities so 
their own youth can flourish, but the institutions also aim 
to build up the nation. Most are open to enrollees beyond 
their own young people.   

Challenging Mandates 
The Christian universities face some of the same chal-
lenges that confront other African universities. From the 
state’s perspective, they exist to provide broader access, so 
their chartering often mandates steep enrollment increases 
and rapid development of new programs and campus fa-
cilities. Bowen University, a Baptist-founded institution in 
Southern Nigeria, opened with 500 students in 2002 and 
now enrolls 5,000. Covenant University, founded in 2002 
by the Nigerian Pentecostal megachurch Winner’s Chapel, 
now has 15,000 students. Uganda Christian University, an 
Anglican institution founded in 1997, now has more than 
10,000 students. Officials cite rapid growth as both a bless-
ing and a challenge; added tuitions help their budgets but 
strain their ability to recruit adequate instructors and add 
sufficient facilities.     

Other challenges stem from Christian educational 
mandates. These institutions announce Christian pur-
poses and perspectives for learning nonreligious subjects 
and they structure campus life to reflect Christian norms. 
Yet most of them welcome qualified students regardless of 
faith. Students might chafe at taking courses in religion 
and having religious orientations infused into what most of 
society sees as nonreligious subjects. Some are frustrated 
by chapel or behavior codes. Part-time professors, so com-
mon to African universities generally, do not see why their 
teaching might need to be different in a Christian context. 
State officials have decided to accommodate religious edu-
cational partners, but wonder why hiring criteria, curricu-
lar development, or student norms need to be different on 
Christian campuses. 

These new Christian universities are very dynamic 
places, and their leaders express high hopes that they will 
help their nations flourish. But one of the main themes of 
higher education history has been secularization. Broad 
state purposes inevitably rub against religious particularity, 
even in highly religious Africa. Even so, Christian universi-
ties persist in the West and are rising up afresh in other 
realms. It is too soon to predict the trajectory of the African 
wing of the worldwide Christian university movement, but 

one cannot miss its growing presence and emerging chal-
lenges.  

Latin American Universities: 
Stuck in the Twentieth  
Century
Marcelo Knobel and Andrés Bernasconi
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mail: knobel@ifi.unicamp.br. Andrés Bernasconi is associate professor, 
Facultad de Educación, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, San-
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In 2018, Latin American universities will commemorate 
the centennial of the Córdoba University Reform. This 

movement, and its aftermath, changed the idea of the uni-
versity in Latin America, and ushered in an era of optimism 
about the social relevance of universities at the beginning of 
the twentieth century.  

Universities have indeed played a role in the social, po-
litical, cultural, and economic development of Latin Amer-
ica, but have somehow fallen short (as has the region’s de-
velopment, generally). The twenty-first century finds higher 
education in a process of radical change, throughout North 
America, Europe, Asia, Oceania, and the Middle East, 
forging new “social contracts” with the communities that 
sustain them. Universities in Latin America, in contrast, 
seem firmly entrenched in a twentieth century mindset, 
discourse, and repertoire of functions. 

Why is this so? Why are Latin American universities 
rarely places of radical innovation, stellar research perfor-
mance, or forward-looking projects?

Latin American Universities: Shaped by Accretion
The first universities in the region were founded in the 
Spanish colonies during the sixteenth century. Their legacy 
of scholastic teaching and authoritarian governance persist-
ed for the most part after independence and into the nine-
teenth century. After freedom from Spain and Portugal in 
the first decades of the eighteenth century, the universities 
embodied a model that awkwardly combined the Hispanic 
medieval tradition of Alcalá and Salamanca with the French 
Imperial University. 
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A turning point came at the beginning of the twenti-
eth century, as the University of the Republic in Uruguay 
allowed students to participate in collegiate bodies. Expec-
tations for university reform were expressed at the First 
International Congress of American Students in 1908 in 
Montevideo, and later in Córdoba, Argentina, the place of 
the historic university reform of 1918. Cogovernance by 
faculty, students, and graduates, a fledgling research mis-
sion, and concern with social problems, were championed 
as means to shake up the lethargic mores of the traditional 
university. 

The ideology of Córdoba, along with an emerging mid-
dle class, the political engagement of faculty and students, 
the development of research capacity, and (more recently) 
massification and diversification, piled with little or no de-
sign on top of the “Scholastic-Napoleonic” tradition. As a 
result, the ethos of the Latin American university reflects 
layers of disparate social pressures, political agendas, inter-
national influences, and internal developments. In older 
Latin American universities, one can see in the heteroge-
neity of professors, students, structures, functions, glories, 
and grievances, the evidence of this “geological” sedimenta-
tion, layer upon layer, of different ideas of the university.

The Region and its Universities Today
Most of the region’s universities are rather new. In Brazil, 
the first bona fide universities were not created until the 
1930s, more than 400 years after the Portuguese founded 
the colony (in 1531) and more than a century after Brazil 
had become an independent nation (in 1822). The late start 
was amply balanced by a rapid buildup of faculty cadres and 
research capacity that has put Brazilian universities at the 
apex of scientific output in the region.  

Latin American higher education consists of close to 
6,000 public and private postsecondary institutions. While 
only 15 percent qualify as universities, they account for ap-
proximately 70 percent of the region’s tertiary enrollment. 
They serve almost 500 million inhabitants in 19 countries, 
with an annual population growth rate of about 2.1 percent 
and improving life expectancy. 

While the most prestigious public and private univer-
sities (usually the oldest) represent a small component of 
each national system, what happens in them, with them, 
and to them has critical relevance to the system as a whole. 
Largely, they serve as benchmarks for the rest, train faculty 
for most of the system, execute the bulk of research, ed-
ucate the larger part of the social and political elites, and 
shape national consciousness, cultural identity, and social 
cohesion. Today, as flagships, they should stand out and 
lead, but, for the most part, they don’t—they preside. Past 
achievements and reputation are the basis of the continu-
ing influence and respect they command. 

Common Challenges
At the risk of generalization, there are characteristics com-
mon to these flagship universities that explain why they 
find it so difficult to transition comfortably to the twenty-
first century, and reimagine their mission and commitment 
to future generations. 

First is the perennial dislocation of the trajectory of 
universities in the region from the rest of the world. Not 
only is higher education in Latin America not developing at 
the same pace as elsewhere, but it often seems to be going 
against global trends. With few exceptions, governments 
have pushed institutions (not always wisely) to be more ac-
countable, more effective, more inclusive, more productive, 
and more efficient. It is the universities, especially the more 
established ones, that resist change and protect the inter-
ests of specific internal constituents. Of course, the fact that 
the universities ignore reforms taking place elsewhere is 
not necessarily wrong, but there must be a justification for 
protecting the status quo. It is unlikely (not impossible, just 
unlikely) that higher education systems as marginal to the 
global knowledge stream as those of Latin America, have 
development strategies unbeknownst to more advanced 
systems.

Linked to this problem is the obsolescence of the gov-
ernance structures and practices of most universities that 
hinders the development of new thinking. In public uni-
versities, politically active faculty, often in alliance with stu-
dents and administrative staff, successfully block attempts 
to make universities more accountable to stakeholders and 
purposes other than themselves and their vested interests. 
Typically, private universities suffer from either too much 
influence by the founder or from weak governing boards. 

Additionally, the younger generation of scholars, often 
better prepared for research than their predecessors, find it 
hard to get academic jobs in universities clogged with age-
ing professors who hesitate to retire, as leaving is often fi-
nancially ruinous. Worse still is the situation of public uni-
versities that must pay pensions for retired professors out 
of operating budgets. Sadly, career prospects in research-
oriented universities are not sufficiently attractive to the 
best young talent in a competitive global market. 
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Money is an issue as well; higher education is con-
sistently underfunded throughout the region. But govern-
ments are reluctant to increase public investment when 
institutions are unwilling (or unable) to guarantee that 
funds are spent transparently and effectively. Thus, it is no 
surprise that much of the growth has taken place in the pri-
vate sector. As private institutions become eligible to stake 
claims on public funding throughout the region, a private 
vs. public tension has emerged, along with a debate about 
who pays for what, which public goods are worth subsidiz-
ing, what funds should be allocated competitively, what the 
quality thresholds should be for public money, and other 
issues. 

At the political level, there is a general lack of under-
standing about the fundamental role higher education sys-
tems play in sustainable development. The lack of compre-
hensive and strategic long-term policies that look beyond 
the term in office of a government hinders system-level 
planning and coordination. 

Changing the Higher Education Landscape
In truth, higher education systems in Latin America need a 
complete transformation—a reform that is not a short-term 
reaction to circumstance, but the result of purposeful de-
liberation and rational design to guide expansion, provide 
consistent quality assurance, foster student persistence, 
support smart diversification, and provide societies with the 
knowledge-based resources they need.  

Some of this is already happening. There are incipient 
movements toward a diversification of systems in some 
countries, along with increasing concern for social inclu-
sion and affirmative actions. The region provides some im-
portant examples of college-readiness programs, support 
for retention of students, value-added assessment exams, 
and more robust information on employability. While the 
generally poorly regulated expansion of the private sector in 
the region has raised concerns about quality, the most con-
solidated new private institutions have contributed some 
innovation and dynamism to their national systems.

Interestingly, most of this change is taking place out-
side flagship universities. Institutions that do not find a way 
to participate, using their intellectual capacity to contribute 
to, and implement, creative responses to the foreseeable de-
mands of the future, will be left behind by systems that will 
evolve without them.  

 

Disruption in the US Accred-
itation Space
Judith S. Eaton

Judith S. Eaton is president, Council for Higher Education Accredita-
tion, Washington, DC, US. E-mail: eaton@chea.org.

It is a time of disruption, in politics and government, in 
many national economies and cultures. In the United 

States, disruption has also penetrated the accreditation 
space, with debates and differences about student achieve-
ment, access and affordability, and transparency, topics also 
challenging quality assurance around the world. Higher 
education, accreditation, and quality assurance are not im-
mune from the current swirl of competing ideas and views.

Today, US accreditation is undergoing a seismic shift. 
What has been the primary form of quality assurance and 
quality improvement in the United States for more than 100 
years is being repositioned. It is shifting from an indepen-
dent, collegial process by which higher education decides 
and evaluates academic quality on its own, to a compliance-
driven process by which external stakeholders decide and 
apply requirements for quality that accreditors are to use. 
This shift involves four major changes. The first change is 
in who provides oversight and takes the lead in accredita-
tion. The second change is in how quality is defined. The 
third change is about accountability: for what and to whom 
accreditation is answerable. The fourth is in how accredita-
tion itself is to operate. 

Until recently, the complex array of 85 private, nongov-
ernmental institutional and programmatic US accrediting 
organizations have been operating independently, manag-
ing and directing their own work. This continued even as, in 
the 1950s, accreditors became engaged with the US federal 
government to serve as a reliable authority about quality in 
higher education. Accreditors, working with their institu-
tions and programs, defined quality. They were accountable 
to these institutions and programs and developed their key 
accreditation practices with the institutions and programs.

New and Different Oversight of Accreditation
The first major change is that the US federal government 
has now taken on primary oversight of accreditation, over-
laying the longstanding independent operation of these or-
ganizations. Government is expanding and deepening its 
examination of how accrediting organizations operate. It is 
now probing the performance of accrediting organizations 
based on its—not accreditors’—expectations of the effec-
tiveness of accredited institutions and programs. This pres-
ence of government in accreditation or quality assurance is 
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not unusual in many countries. It is unusual for the United 
States, given that accreditation emerged from higher edu-
cation, not government, and that accrediting organizations 
remain nongovernmental. 

A Different Definition of Quality 
Government taking the lead in accreditation also means 
that government, not accreditation, is taking the lead in 
how quality is defined, the second major change. This is in 
contrast to relying on the definitions of quality that accredi-
tors have been using for many years, reflected in standards 
that are required to achieve accredited status. The standards 
constitute a broad array of expectations about an institution 
or program, including mission, financial resources, aca-
demic standards, curricula, support services for students, 
and facilities. For accreditation, quality has been about hav-
ing resources and processes essential to achieving institu-
tional or program mission at a high level of performance. 

With government defining quality, this concept is nar-
rowed and is now about whether students graduate, obtain 
employment, and have manageable debt from their student 
loans. This is a shift from the broad, inclusive concept of 
quality of accreditation to a utilitarian, or pragmatic, defini-
tion that ignores the vital role of higher education in intel-
lectual development, in encouraging civic engagement and 
societal commitment. 

For What and to Whom is Accreditation Accountable?
This leads us to the third major change in the accredita-
tion space: the response to “For what, and to whom, is ac-
creditation accountable?” “Accountable for what” is about 
accreditation now answerable for this different definition 
of quality as graduation, jobs, and limitations on debt. Ac-
countability is now focused, above all, on protecting and 
serving students for economic well-being and mobility. If 
a school is accredited, students should graduate in a timely 
way, should be able to get jobs, and should have debt that 
is manageable. Accreditors are to be accountable for timely 
identification and action against poorly performing schools. 
They are to be accountable for identifying, and taking ac-

tion with schools that are engaged in questionable recruit-
ing and marketing activities. 

“Accountable for whom” is about accreditation now ex-
pected to be answerable, first and foremost, to constituents 
outside higher education—students, government, and the 
public. It is now no longer enough for accreditors to be ac-
countable to the institutions and programs they review and 
the higher education community generally, as in the past. 
Accountability to the broad public arena is emerging as the 
primary lens through which accreditation is judged. If, for 
example, an accrediting organization claims to be doing a 
good job, but if the institutions it accredits graduates few 
students or has other difficulties, the accrediting organiza-
tion itself is judged as lacking. What institutions and pro-
grams judge as effective accreditation is being superseded 
by the judgment of the public. 

Accreditation Operation No Longer the Same
For much of its history, accreditation has relied on two 
stout pillars for its review: institutions and programs self-
reporting on their quality and effectiveness, accompanied 
by peer review or academics validating the reporting. The 
fourth major change is that these pillars of accreditation are 
no longer viewed as providing adequate information and a 
sound basis for accreditation to judge academic quality. Es-
pecially in the case of institutional accreditation, self-report 
and peer review are now considered less reliable. These 
practices are continuing, but, increasingly, there are calls 
for self-report and peer review to be augmented by external 
verification of data and information. In addition, govern-
ment and the public are calling for documentation of spe-
cific levels of performance of institutions and programs, go-
ing beyond the typical accreditation review that has focused 
primarily on resources and process.

Conclusion 
This, then, is the disruption in the US accreditation space. 
Accreditation is no longer fully in charge of its own opera-
tion; it is using a definition of quality that it did not estab-
lish and may not support; it is accountable for this quality 
first to the public and not itself; some of its basic features of 
operation are no longer considered adequate and are being 
augmented. Accreditation is being repositioned from a pro-
cess of quality review created and directed by higher educa-
tion as means of examining its quality, to a process now led 
and directed by government, to examine how well higher 
education provides for graduation, jobs, and minimal debt. 

From the perspective of those who welcome and even 
encourage the disruption, accreditation will be seen as do-
ing a better job, more focused on what students and the 
public need. For those whose emphasis is on the strength 
and value of accreditation as it has been: an independent 
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enterprise of peer review and quality improvement, accredi-
tation will have been seriously impaired. However, this dis-
ruption is perceived, accreditation will continue to be cen-
tral to quality review, but in a significantly different way.
  

The Importance of Polytech-
nics for Africa’s  
Development
Goolam Mohamedbhai

Goolam Mohamedbhai is former general secretary of the Association of 
African Universities. E-mail: g_t_mobhai@yahoo.co.uk.

In the United Kingdom, polytechnics had been in exis-
tence since the nineteenth century, but they gained prom-

inence in the 1960s. Their main objective was to provide 
skilled technical and engineering manpower to promote 
industrialization. They differed from universities in several 
ways: they required somewhat lower entry qualifications; 
they offered mainly subdegree programs that were less rig-
orous academically and more practically and vocationally 
oriented; they had close links with industry; and the limited 
research they undertook was very applied in nature. This di-
vision between the polytechnics and universities came to be 
known as the “binary divide” in higher education. Later, UK 
polytechnics started running degree programs but their de-
grees were awarded by a separate, independent body, since 
they had no degree-granting power. 

In 1992, the United Kingdom decided to convert all its 
polytechnics to degree-awarding universities. One reason 
for this move was to provide greater opportunities to so-
cially disadvantaged students to access universities; another 
was that the United Kingdom was moving toward a service-
oriented economy and needed more graduates. Thus ended 
the binary divide, although many have argued that the di-
vide between the pre– and post–1992 universities never re-
ally disappeared. 

Replication in Africa
In Africa, most of the former British colonies, as they 
achieved independence in the 1950s and 1960s, adopted 
a binary higher education system similar to what then pre-
vailed in United Kingdom, and both polytechnics and uni-
versities were created. 

In South Africa, which developed the most advanced 

higher education system in Africa with generous funding 
under the apartheid regime, the polytechnics were known 
originally as colleges of advanced technical education, until 
1979 when they were renamed technikons. In 1993, per-
haps following what was happening in the United King-
dom, South Africa decided to allow all its technikons to 
provide degree programs and confer degrees, but they re-
tained their practical orientation and demarked themselves 
from the universities. They became known, regionally and 
internationally, as exemplary institutions for quality techni-
cal training.   

A major change occurred in 2004 when South Africa 
decided to convert all its technikons into universities, the 
first country in Africa to do so. Some became universities 
of technology; others were merged with existing universi-
ties. Many academics and higher education policy analysts, 
in South Africa and elsewhere, regarded that move to be 
erroneous, believing that the technikons were playing an 
important role in the industrial development of the country. 

Other African countries followed suit. In 2007, Ghana 
proposed a law to convert its ten polytechnics into technical 
universities by September 2016, a law that was hotly debat-
ed in the country, with several leading Ghanaian academics 
voicing their concern at the proposal. But in August 2016, 
the government went ahead and six� of the ten polytechnics 
were converted into universities. Kenya also decided to up-
grade several of its polytechnics and technical institutes to 
university colleges. Nigeria, which has the largest tertiary 
education sector in Africa, is moving along the same poly-
technic conversion path. Even the Commonwealth Asso-
ciation of Polytechnics in Africa (CAPA) has now changed 
its name to the Commonwealth Association of Technical 
Universities and Polytechnics in Africa. What is of concern 
is that, in most countries, no new institutions have been, 
or are being created, to replace the upgraded polytechnics, 
leading to a serious skills gap in human resources.

Importance of Polytechnics
The importance of the polytechnics can be gauged by consid-
ering the engineering profession. It is usually accepted that 
for the effective operation of the engineering industry, there 
is need for a far greater number of technicians than profes-
sional engineers, the desirable ratio engineers:technicians 
being of the order of 1:5. 

Precise data on the employment situation in engineer-
ing in African countries are not available, but estimates 
seem to indicate that, in a wide range of engineering disci-
plines, that ratio in Africa is of the order of 1:1 or 1:1.5. There 
is even a risk that the ratio will worsen, as the countries up-
grade their polytechnics to university status. This indicates 
the acute shortage of engineering technicians and it has led, 
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in many countries, to graduate engineers being underem-
ployed and having to work as technicians. 

While Africa unquestionably needs an increased pool 
of excellent professional engineers, it equally needs an even 
greater number of practically trained, versatile technicians, 
not only to support the professional engineers, but equally 
to service and initiate small- and medium-scale industries, 
in order to create employment, improve the quality of life, 
and make fuller use of local resources. A major constraint, 
however, is the status of technicians. They are regarded as 
inferior to engineers, which is one of the reasons for the 
tendency to upgrade polytechnics and technical colleges to 
university status. 

Polytechnics Conversion Policy
The dilemma facing sub-Saharan Africa is that, on the one 
hand, it has the lowest tertiary education enrollment (cur-
rently around 9 percent) compared to any other world re-
gion. It is therefore under enormous pressure to increase 
its enrollment, and it is doing so by either increasing its 
university intake or creating new universities, usually by 
upgrading its existing polytechnics. On the other hand, 
however, almost all African countries are facing the serious 
challenge of graduate unemployment, although precise sta-
tistical data of its magnitude in different countries is lack-
ing. There is no evidence that graduates from universities 
would have better employment opportunities than those 
of polytechnics—on the contrary, the real need in Africa at 
present is for trained manpower at the technical and middle 
management level, which polytechnics are in a better po-
sition to provide. The justification for converting polytech-
nics to universities is therefore questionable.  

One country that is currently reviewing its policy on 
polytechnics is Mauritius. At the beginning of the twenty-
first century, Mauritius had two public universities and 
two polytechnics. In 2010, in order to implement the gov-
ernment policy of “one graduate per family,” the two poly-
technics were merged to create a new university. An open 
university was also set up and construction was started for 
establishing three additional public university campuses in 
different regions of the country. In 2015, however, a newly 
elected government reversed the latter decision and decided 
that the three university campuses would be used for cre-

ating polytechnics, not universities. The two main reasons 
that guided that decision were the increasing unemploy-
ment of graduates and the dire shortage of middle manage-
ment and technical skills in the country that was hamper-
ing the development of the small and medium enterprises 
sector.

A Way Forward
Although tertiary enrollment in Africa needs to be signifi-
cantly increased, that increase should not be in the univer-
sity sector alone. Differentiation of the tertiary education 
sector is vital for Africa’s development. Universities will 
continue to play a vital role in Africa’s development, but the 
equally important role of polytechnics must be recognized. 
It is time, therefore, for African governments to seriously 
reconsider their policy of upgrading their polytechnics to 
universities, or to create appropriate institutions to replace 
the converted polytechnics, as in the case of Mauritius.

African countries should also undertake a thorough as-
sessment of their skills needs in their various priority de-
velopment sectors before embarking on any major review 
of their tertiary education sector policy. Hardly any African 
country has carried out such an exercise, and it is not an 
easy task. Under its Partnership for Skills in Applied Sci-
ences, Engineering and Technology (PASET) project, the 
World Bank, in partnership with the Korea Development 
Institute, is assisting several African countries in undertak-
ing such an assessment.   

The Humanities and  
Social Sciences in the Age of 
STEM: The Struggle of Japa-
nese as a Linguistic Minority
Akiyoshi Yonezawa

Akiyoshi Yonezawa is professor and director at the Office of Institution-
al Research at Tohoku University, Japan. E-mail: akiyoshi.yonezawa.
a4@tohoku.ac.jp.

Disputes about the Humanities and Social Sciences in 
Japan
In 2015, the Japanese government and universities were 
involved in serious disputes about the relevance of humani-
ties and social sciences. The national universities, which 

A major change occurred in 2004 when 
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are public institutions directly funded by the government, 
received a ministerial notice asking them to restructure 
their programs in education and in humanities and social 
sciences, in order to fit the contemporary needs of learners 
and society. The detailed rationale behind this notice was 
not clearly stated, at least when the first notice was released. 
This policy, however, was based on numerous formal and 
informal discussions during recent national reviews of the 
mission of university education, initiated by the national 
government to identify the various functions of national 
universities. Under the established norms of academic free-
dom and university autonomy in Japan, there is a strong 
consensus that universities should have major institutional 
autonomy, while the government makes general recom-
mendations concerning plans and directions.

Not surprisingly, opinion leaders in the humanities 
and social sciences reacted quite negatively. Some argued 
that this signaled the suicide of Japanese civilization, while 
others criticized the government notice as an unjustifiable 
intervention in university autonomy. The government ar-
gued that these criticisms were based on a misunderstand-
ing of its intentions. To be fair, many of the national uni-
versities had admitted the necessity of reorganizing their 
programs in the humanities and social sciences even before 
the official notice was issued. Many national universities 
published plans to reduce student enrollment and the allo-
cation of teaching staff in humanities and social sciences by 
reorganizing schools and departments. Meanwhile, some 
university leaders, such as the president of Kyoto Univer-
sity, stressed the importance of the humanities and social 
sciences.

Prioritization of Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (STEM) for Global Competition
What made national universities implement these reorga-
nizations in the end? Needless to say, nobody, including 
the national government, is against humanities and social 
sciences, which are indispensable sources of national in-
tellectual and cultural identity. The structural background 
of these reform proposals was by no means a result of the 

humanities and social sciences being considered “useless” 
or “inefficient.”

The Japanese government is continuously facing finan-
cial challenges. The government carries an extraordinarily 
large national debt, and the ageing of the population is a 
long-term problem for the national economy. The ministry 
of finance and cabinet-level national strategic committees 
are continuously proposing budgetary reallocations from 
schools and higher education—serving a decreasing youth 
population—to public support for the increasing elderly 
population.

Japan’s research performance in the fields of STEM is 
losing its leading position, due to the rapid development of 
the research capacity of neighboring Asian countries. The 
national government is concentrating public investment on 
a limited number of research universities in order to main-
tain their international rankings, which are mostly based on 
research performance in the STEM fields. Indeed, the vis-
ible downturn in the research performance in STEM in the 
national universities is already widely recognized: the talent 
pool necessary to sustain Japan’s research competitiveness 
at the top universities is shrinking.

Japan has a large private higher education sector, and 
the majority of undergraduate students in the humanities 
and social sciences are studying at private universities that 
rely heavily on income from tuition fees. Except for a small 
portion of public investment into academic research and 
postgraduate education to foster the next generation of aca-
demics, the necessity of public investment in university ed-
ucation in the humanities and social sciences is not widely 
acknowledged.

There is strong doubt in society about the value of uni-
versity education in the fields of the humanities and social 
sciences. Most of the criticism is superficial. There is also 
wide and profound confusion about the nature of liberal 
arts and general education, and their relations with human-
ities and social sciences as specialized academic disciplines. 
Overall, however, even among university academics, there 
is an undeniable tendency to treat the humanities and so-
cial sciences as supplementary components to the develop-
ment of science and technology.

A Critical Turning Point in the Age of STEM
The current priority given by Japanese society to STEM 
fields over humanities and social sciences is not new. In-
vestments in both research and education in the public 
higher education system have always been concentrated on 
the STEM fields, even among top comprehensive universi-
ties. In particular, during World War II, the government, 
and indeed the whole of Japanese society, concentrated re-
sources on science and technology education and research, 
and withdrew resources, including human talent (students 
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In Japan, there is a strong tendency to 
consider the international dimension of 
higher education in a context of compe-
tition, rather than collaboration and mu-
tual understanding. 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

(Editor’s note: IHE is no longer publishing 
short book summaries, but rather is provid-
ing a more comprehensive listing of new 
books that will be of interest to a higher ed-
ucation audience. We welcome suggestions 
from readers for books on higher education 
published especially outside of the United 
States and United Kingdom. This list was 
compiled by Edward Choi, graduate assis-
tant at the Center.)

Abdullah, Melissa Ng Le Yen, and Ahmad 
Nurulazam Md. Zain, eds. Towards Sus-
tainable and Inclusive Higher Education: 
Challenges and Strategies. Pulau Pinang, 
Malaysia: Penerit Universiti Sains Malay-
sia, 2016. 185 pp. RM42.00 (pb). ISBN 
9789838619240. Website: www.penerbit.
usm.

Akerlund, Andreas. Public Diplomacy and 
Academic Mobility in Sweden: The Swedish 
Institute and Scholarship Programs for For-
eign Academics, 1938-2010. Sweden: Nordic 
Academic Press, 2016. 248 pp. KR229 (hb). 
ISBN 978-91-88168-51-1. Website: http://
www.nordicacademicpress.com. 

Bregnaek, Susanne. Fragile Elite: The Dilem-

mas of China’s Top University Students. Stan-
ford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2016. 
172 pp. $24.95 (pb). ISBN 9780804797788.  
Website: www.sup.org.

Case, Jennifer, and Jeroen Huisman, eds. 
Researching Higher Education: International 
Perspectives on Theory, Policy and Practice. 
New York, NY: Routledge, 2016. 260 pp. 
$50.95 (pb). ISBN 9781138938847. Website: 
https://www.routledge.com.

DeMello, Richard A. Revolution in Higher 
Education: How a Small Band of Innovators 
Will Make College Accessible and Affordable. 
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2015. 360 pp. 
$31.95 (hb). ISBN 9780262029643. Web-
site: http://mitpress.mit.edu.

Dougherty, Kevin J., Sosanya M. Jones, 
Hana Lahr, Rebecca S. Natow, Lara Pheatt, 
and Vikash Reddy. Performance Funding for 
Higher Education. Baltimore, MD: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2016. 276 pp. 
$40 (pb). ISBN 9781421420820. Website: 
https://jhupbooks.press.jhu.edu.

Elkana, Yehuda, Hannes Klöpper, and Mar-
vin Lazerson, eds. The University in the 
Twenty-first Century: Teaching the New En-
lightenment in the Digital Age. Budapest, 

Hungary: Central European University 
Press, 2016. 302 pp. $55 (cloth). ISBN 978-
963-386-038-0. Website: http://ceupress.
com. 

Fabricant, Michael, and Stephen Brier. Aus-
terity Blues: Fighting for the Soul of Public 
Higher Education. Baltimore, MD: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2016. 320 pp. 
$29.95 (hb). ISBN 9781421420677. Web-
site: https://jhupbooks.press.jhu.edu.

Finkelstein, Martin J., Valerie Martin Conley, 
and Jack H. Schuster. The Faculty Factor: 
Reassessing the American Academy in a Tur-
bulent Era. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2016. 557 pp. $50 (hb). 
ISBN 9781421420929. Website: www/press.
jhu.edu.

François, Emmanuel Jean, Mejai B. M. 
Avoseh, and Wendy Griswold, eds. Per-
spectives in Transnational Higher Educa-
tion. Rotterdam, Netherlands: Sense 
Publishers, 2016. 219 pp. $54 (pb). ISBN 
9789463004183. Website: www.sensepub-
lishers.com.

Gallagher, Sean R. The Future of University 
Credentials: New Developments at the Inter-
section of Higher Education and Hiring. Cam-

and academics), from humanities and social science.
What is different now from 70–80 years ago, is the 

domination of English as academic lingua franca, including 
in many neighboring East Asian countries, where academ-
ics trained in English-speaking countries play leading roles 
even in the humanities and social sciences. The humanities 
and social sciences in Japan still maintain a good interna-
tional reputation, based on the long-term accumulation of 
high-quality publications through the tradition of academic 
freedom and the autonomous development of thought and 
knowledge. These publications are also accessible to a wide 
range of citizens, as they are written in Japanese. However, 
many, including authors of science policy reports in both 
government and academic communities, admit that social 
sciences and humanities in Japan are relying heavily on ab-
sorbing overseas intellectual work through translation. At the 
same time, academic work written in Japanese by the vast 
majority of academic staff of universities in Japan in the fields 
of humanities and social sciences have little impact on inter-
national knowledge dialogues. Limited publication in English 
in these fields is becoming a serious obstacle to the further 

development of the humanities and social sciences in Japan.
Considering the rapid development, both in quantity 

and quality, of academic publications in national languages 
in East Asia (especially in the Greater China region), it is un-
likely and undesirable that English as an academic language 
should continue to monopolize fields such as the humanities 
and social sciences, which are deeply rooted in multilinguis-
tic and multicultural activities and values. In Japan, there is 
a strong tendency to consider the international dimension of 
higher education in a context of competition, rather than col-
laboration and mutual understanding. This is, of course, re-
lated to the deep and long-term connection between national 
universities and the governmental agenda for national devel-
opment, which does not always fit the twenty-first century 
concept of a globally relevant research university, free from 
national control. Moreover, a very limited shift of resources 
from the humanities and social sciences to the STEM fields 
will never lead to any improvement in the research perfor-
mance of Japanese universities, without a concomitant and 
substantial increase in public and social investment.
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bridge, MA: Harvard Education Press, 2016. 
254 pp. $30 (pb). ISBN 978-1-61250-967-9. 
Website: www.harvardeducationpress.org. 

Gariepy, Kenneth D. Power, Discourse, Ethics: 
A Policy Study of Academic Freedom. Rotter-
dam, Netherlands: Sense Publishers, 2016. 
164 pp. $32 (pb). ISBN 9789463003681. 
Website: www.sensepublishers.com.
 
Garritzmann, Julian L. The Political Economy 
of Higher Education Finance: The Politics of 
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News of the Center
On September 6, the renovated and expanded offices of 

CIHE were opened to the public in presence of the new dean 
of the Lynch School of Education, Stanton Wortham. This se-
mester also marked the start of the first cohort of master’s 
students in our new Master of Arts in International Higher 
Education program, consisting of eight students from China, 
Japan, Mexico, and the United States. 

Hans de Wit presented in Moscow at the People’s Friend-
ship University (RUDN) on September 27, where he also at-
tended the first meeting of the International Expert Council 
of that university. He was present at the Centre for Higher 
Education Internationalisation (CHEI) in Milan, Italy, on Oc-
tober 3, for the second module of a Russian 5–100 Project 
training program coordinated by CIHE in cooperation with 
CHEI. Hans presented at the American Association of Col-
leges and Universities conference, “Global Learning and the 
College Curriculum” in Denver on October 8; at an interna-
tionalization seminar of the Ministerio de Relaciones Exteri-
ores de Chile, Santiago on October 13-14; at a CINDA seminar 
on quality and internationalization at the Universidad Campi-
nas in Brazil on October 18; and at the annual meeting of the 
New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) 
in Boston on December 6. 

In September, Laura E. Rumbley presented at the Euro-
pean Association for International Education’s 27th annual 
conference in Liverpool, England. She was also a featured 
speaker at a Czech Republic Ministry of Education-sponsored 
daylong seminar in Prague in October, on “Comprehensive 
Approaches to Internationalization.” 

Laura E. Rumbley, CIHE doctoral candidate Georgiana 
Mihut, and Hans de Wit were also present at, and participated 
in several panel sessions at the ASHE Conference in Colum-
bus, Ohio, November 9-11.  

Founding Director Philip Altbach continues to serve on 
the planning committee for the International Conference and 
Exhibition on Higher Education, sponsored by the Govern-
ment of Saudi Arabia each year in April. He participated in 
the meetings of the International Advisory Council of the Na-
tional Research University–Higher School of Economics in 

Moscow. He gave a series of lectures in Singapore and Malay-
sia in August. His book, Global Perspectives on Higher Educa-
tion, will be published in Vietnamese and Chinese transla-
tions in 2017. 

On October 25, a delegation of the Mexican Association 
of Universities and Higher Education Institutions (ANUIES), 
coordinated by the Mexican consulate in Boston, paid a visit 
to Boston College. On this occasion, a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding was signed by the rector of the Universidad de 
Guadalajara (UdG) and the provost of Boston College to en-
hance cooperation, specifically through CIHE, with respect to 
the study of international higher education and professional 
development of UdG staff. On November 17, a delegation of 
senior administrators of UdG (the third such group in 2016) 
received a daylong training with CIHE at BC, coordinated by 
CIHE Research Fellow Liz Reisberg.

The Center continues to work on several research proj-
ects and related publications. Routledge published in late 
2016 International Faculty in Higher Education: Comparative 
Perspectives on Recruitment, Integration, and Impact (Yudkev-
ich, Altbach, and Rumbley, Eds.), based on the ongoing col-
laboration of the Center with the National Research Univer-
sity Higher School of Economics in Moscow. A selection of 
articles, published as “The World View” on InsideHigherEd.
com, under the editorship of Liz Reisberg, will be published 
in the CIHE Perspectives report series, in January 2017. Other 
research and book projects are in progress about differenti-
ated systems of higher education; Catholic universities and 
internationalization; and a compilation and analysis of arti-
cles in University World News and International Higher Educa-
tion. Meanwhile, the SensePublishers series, “Global Perspec-
tives on Higher Education”—for which Philip Altbach, Hans de 
Wit and Laura Rumbley serve as editors—has just published 
Matching Visibility and Performance: A Standing Challenge for 
World-Class Universities (Liu, Cheng, and Wang, Eds.).

As of 2017, the Center will publish its news as a monthly 
online newsletter, separately from International Higher Educa-
tion. News of the Center in IHE will from then on focus only 
on information about research projects and publications.
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The Center For International Higher  
Education (CIHE)

The Boston College Center for International Higher 
Education brings an international consciousness to 
the analysis of higher education. We believe that an 
international perspective will contribute to enlight-
ened policy and practice. To serve this goal, the 
Center publishes the International Higher Educa-
tion quarterly newsletter, a book series, and other 
publications; sponsors conferences; and welcomes 
visiting scholars. We have a special concern for 
academic institutions in the Jesuit tradition world-
wide and, more broadly, with Catholic universities.

The Center promotes dialogue and cooperation 
among academic institutions throughout the 
world. We believe that the future depends on ef-
fective collaboration and the creation of an in-
ternational community focused on the improve-
ment of higher education in the public interest.

CIHE Web Site

The different sections of the CIHE Web site provide 
detailed information about the work of the Center, 
along with links to news and relevant resources in 
the field of interest to scholars, professionals, and 
students of higher education. All issues of Interna-
tional Higher Education are available online, with 
a searchable archive. In addition, the Web site pro-
vides easy access to details about current and past 
CIHE projects, initiatives, and resources; informa-
tion about our key partners; and links to our many 
publications. Prospective graduate students and 
visiting scholars can also find extensive information 
about how to seek connections with us in support of 

their studies and research.

The Program in Higher Education at the 
Lynch School of Education, Boston College

The Center is closely related to the graduate pro-
gram in higher education at Boston College. The 
program offers master’s and doctoral degrees that 
feature a social science–based approach to the 
study of higher education. Specializations are of-
fered in international higher education, adminis-
tration, and student affairs. For additional infor-
mation, see: http://www.bc.edu/schools/lsoe/
academics/departments/eahe/graduate.html/.

Special Section on Internationalization
The section on internationalization is made possible 
through a cooperative arrangement between CIHE 
and the Centre for Higher Education Internationali-
sation (CHEI) of the Università Cattolica del Sacro 
Cuore in Milan. Fiona Hunter, Associate Director of 
CHEI, is editorial advisor for this section.
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